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Rod Lotzkar gathers bundles of old papers for recycling in Terrace. 
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i f ,  , , , I ' , . . . .  use trucr~uuu  munw uut. uur.,s u,~ • They handle .and distribute. . from dull /aeral  summer m°nt'' Go'°n f 'u"  thL~Y w"  Van 'ver  " of the tee'fable ma'r i "  be h~pping out three truckoads every two that stoes through the Terrace depot. : 
months i Theu- market  include  ee. g p tS 
. Ij ' ' ~ ~  " # r ddlen cans per hour; or as fast as two Washington and Oregon, and they. are . . . .. . --workersi can dump beer cans into the shipping overseas to customers in Korea i " ' hopper. ~ " • . and Taiwan a l so . .  ..: 
more fighting flares r~ I~T , . 
. . . .  ©ans m,num ueer " .: ~'~ ; i ' * 
:'RALPH RESCHKE The recycling depot has been operating in 
• HeraldS~ffWriter Terrace for one and a half years, and up 
TERRACE-- Hang on to those aluminum until now has been handling old newsprint,. 
beer cans, folks,, because the Terrace corrugated-uncorrugated car board, and 
B~ycliug Depot has broadened its scrap glass. 
handling capabilities with the 'recent Gordon says that approximately 60tom 
addition of an aluminum .can .crm.h .ing of glass has been crushed and crated and 30 
machine, to 40 inns o( newsprint and cardboard has 
According to. ,Rod Lotzkar, h been bundiedby thedapot. 
• representative forPacific Metals Ltd, this All the materials go through Kitimat and 
will be the first machine of its kind in the shipped via contained barge down to 
northcoast region. Vancouver, where it is distributed to 
"B.C. was the first province to introduce markets all over the world. 
the aluniinum ean to the mkrket place and Says Rod Lotzkar, "Much of the 
wewere'the first eompany'in allof Canada newsprint and cardbns'rd is exported to 
to begin dealing with the aspect bf recyling Korea and Taiwan, where it is zeproceesed 
these cans. Because there were no and used to make anything fromshoeboxea 
previous facilities for handling aluminum to cereal containers to building material." 
cans in this region we decided that we ~ He adds tha t B.C. paper products have a 
would put a machine into operation that high market value on the recycling side of 
could recycle the cans from all three major the business because the paper has very 
cities ~ the m2ea," he continued: strong eelluleae fibers and only goes 
So during the first week of January of this through one initial manufaeturlng process. 
year,' a machine .was:/brought Up' from The recycling depot is sponsored, by the 
Vancouver and the depot began'crmhing Terrace Conimuni.ty Services organization, 
cabs. To date they have crushed five tons a non.profit society that also sponsors a 
of ~ns. ' - number of other community related 
Workmen pour the cans. into a hopper projects in the Terrace area. 
that feeds the cans into a compartment A Canada Works grant from the federal 
where they. are forcad between two government .is providing funding for the 
revolving tireS; where they are crushed ,renovation of the depot centre, and as well, 
flat. ' ' ~ for the constrnc~un of new.dropaff boxes 
Theflattenedcans then faU throUgh in, to a that will,be located.around town. : 
stack where forced air blows the cans up a ~ The grant also provides money for the 
. . . . . .  hiring of three employees that will be stack into a waiting trailer. 5 • working at the depot for the next 12 weeks. 
lan. Gordon, manager for Ter race  The depot ~la' located behind Finning 
Recycling says .that the trailer holds Tractor Sales just off Evergreen Street:. 
• approximately five tons of crushed cans, a 
flgur that translates into approximately Pacific Metals Ltd. is a Vancouver based 
.. 250,000 dozen cans. business that has been dealing ~th 
• : . . . . . . . . .  . ; . : .'i' , ' '  .recycling scrap material for the lasf:60 
, At present me, uepot "senus out. years ' ' ' 
on kload a o thb d ing the " ' " an  tribute f r
Ter ry  Morr is ,  representing the Riverboat Days 
¢ommiffee, accepts a cheque for $25 from Chamber of 
Commerce president, Judy Jephson. Morris says the 
money wi l lgo to general operating costs of the Riverboat 
Days organization, R!verboat Days will be held on July 26 
to Aug. 6 and the events will basically be the same as last 
years festivities., Some iof the events will Include the 
Terrace Jaycee's M!ss Terrace ;contest, a panc.ake 
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breakfast, a town parade, sky diving, a turkey shoot, stock 
car races; wheel chair baskefoall, salmqn barbecue, Wuck 
rodeo, Skeena ~a l l  bed races, a model contest, riverboat 
races, and of course, the Kinsmen Club beer garden.The 
chamber of commerce wishes the Riverboat Days festival 
]he:greafest success and hopes that everyone wil l  take 
pa~t in: this year's'activities. • , 
BEIRUT- (CP)  " :  the (Lebanese) civil war i '  with no  prospects for 
Spora'die fighting : flared Britain's ItS-man con- 'political reconeiliaton." 
iteday on the line' dividing tingent ina  multinational " .Theoificlal, who spoke on 
East and.West Beirut but pea.ce.keeping force ' in; "condition he: not be idea" 
U~S. warships topped their Beirut ' was withdrawn .tiffed, said "Gemayel would 
lintense . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  epudiate .'.th~ "May 17 bomhardment oL ~y~qtneadayto a, RoyalNavy, .i i-, . . . 
. . . . . . .  i'..~ar~etd:~ i~i,  :a~ l l~ i !  ~: Ce~l~a~chor'ed!'~(Lebane~..,~a~di ' ' troop Moslem .t~ili!la 
Ln.t~ms~st : ..of~sfib~e. : : . : .., , '  .... ", ,~thdrawa! ~greement tna
of thee  hariese  apital. • an,onn. ea it "•'*'* ..... re'm ,in 
Rival Christian and. keep some men in Beirut to in pewer, ~. : , 
pr0tec.t civilians I in ,two U.,S. sourcesAn. Bdrut 
reported cliishes.on' the so- Palestinian refugee camps ' said ' Gemayel. met U.$. 
but will pull oUt the rest of . presidential envoy Donald 
commercial centre' o f  its 1,500-man force. Rumsfeld late W.edneeday 
O  
Moslem rddio : stat!ons 
called Green Line in the old 
Beirut, where until, a few 
day sago workmen had been 
repairing buildings 
damaged during the-1975-76 
Christian-Moslem civil war. 
The huge 16-inch guns of 
the battleship New Jersey 
and the five-inch guns of the 
destroyer Caron fell silent 
after blasting t5 targets ip 
the Syrian-held region for 
about l0 hours Wednesd.ay. 
U.S. officials said the two 
warships fired more than 
550 shells. 
.A Syrian spok.esman said 
the bombardment hit areas 
held by Drase' Moslem 
militias and Syrian troops, 
causing heavy civilian 
casualties. 
The U.S. Navy opened fire 
after • a week lof intense 
fighting,, • between the 
Lebanese army and Syrian- 
backed~ Drnse militias that 
forced the United States and 
three ' other western 
countries . supporting 
• Lebanon's Christian 
President Amin Gemayel to 
PrOgram on schedule!With 441killed 
FORT NELSON, B.C. (CP) - -  Environ- 
• mentallst Paul WaP.~-n • and his: group of 
protesters, which have been attempting i to  
disrupt he provincial,government's wolfkill 
program in northeast#rn British Columbia, 
have not interfered with the hunt so far, a fish 
and wildlife super~visor from Prince George, 
B.C., said Wednesday, 
Steve Willett said'in an interview that 
biologist John Elliott, who heads the con- 
troversial program, reported that 14wolvea 
were killed Wednesday -- the largest number, 
killed on any single day since the program 
began Feb. 3. A total of 44 wolves have been 
killed in the program. . 
"We did very well today,'~ Willett said 
• Wednesday' evening; !'We're. right on schedule. 
We haven't had any interfereoce." 
The government' wants to kill about 400 
wolves ~ in a 14,000-square-kilometre a a, ' 
saying an over-popUlatten of wolvesls'  
responsible for a decline in moose, elk, 
mountain' Sheep and caribou, i ~ ;' i 
But Watson, commenting earlier wednesday, 
didn't share Willett's assessment Of his group's 
efforts, He said his campaign, dubbed Project 
. Woi*f,l~as chieved some success i.n its bid t° ~b" 
: wa~'the hunt. ' 
LOCATED BASE 
Watson, whose eamp algn has met with a 
hostile x,eception i this northern community, 
~"added tbat':hi~'chartered twin-engine Piper 
Navajo plane!ocated the program s base camp 
:,Wednesday, a rnncRowned bya local hunter, 
and fullowed,, .. Eiflott!~ he l i copter , .  , . ' i 
It had its door off; which meant hat it was  
'in the ' " " '  process of htmting wolves, said ~Vataon. 
',UPOn spotting us', thd helicopter sat down and. 
the door was pu t back on the craft and then' it • 
left into the mountain area where we lest. it ."'  
' ./Wal~n, who is awaiting appeal.on a number '. 
0f convictions in Quebec for harraesing sealers, • 
Sald his ~ pisne. "cOnfronted" the  ,hellCopter . 
fartiier 'down the K~h'ilui Valley and'it !urned 
• back and landed,at,the base Camp: ~ 
' " I  think wewereeffective in interfering with' 
them this morning," * , ::~ 
Willett said EHi0tt. did report seeing an ii 
aircraft. . . . . . .  • ' " ~. ~. 
/ '~e  said ltwas a NaJavo so I presun~e It's tile 
, aircraft he (Watson) had. He (Elliott) ~ just•. •
.~ c0~lnued on his Way . ' " .  
! .  ,:Willett added that Elilott would be working in  
i ~i ~ti'~rent location Within the Kecblka Valley 
toddy', but declined te identify where thatwouid 
: Btit we re'not in an avotdnnee situation, he 
said,"We J~t dod'twant, o encourage people 
to ihterfete:Ther~ are firearms out there and 
we don't want people getting hurt." 
Elliott is under orders not to shoat wolvns ,if. 
there's anyone around," added Willett. 
He said he is concerned about the safety of 
people who hastily enter the area where the 
wolf-kill program is being conducted. 
| ,  J ' :  A lot of our pre-piannmg has gone on for 
months, getting fuel together and so on. It s a 
professionally done thing; You have to know 
What you're doing, : 
And we're as concerned for the safety of 
im (Watson) as anyone lse." - 
'Meanwhile, the former executive director of 
the:B.C. Wildlife FeCeration says Watson is 
setting wolves up for the kill. 
Watnen's plan to fly low over wolves and 
simulate gunshots will precondition the wolves 
to thesight of planesend the sound of gunfire, 
ratherthan scare then away, Bill Otway said 
in an interview Wednesday., 
make sudden •changes of 
their policies. 
The United States decided 
to withdraw its .1;600 
marines from an in- 
ternational peacekeeping 
force in Beirut to ships 
offshore but to use its full 
naval and air power to back 
up the Lebanese army and 
hit Mos!em .positions in  
areas controlled by Syria. 
CRITICIZES ACTION 
Druse " leader Walid 
Jumblatt {van quoted today 
by the'  Kuwaiti leftist 
newspaper Al-Ral AI-Am as 
saying in the Syrian capital 
of Damascus that the U.S. 
naval bombardment c.on- 
stituted a "grave 
development" of the 
Lebanese crisis. 
| l '  " ' • . The first couple.of times you do it the "We ask (U.S. President) 
animals will scatter; But after a While they'll * Beagen, why do you do 
that?" Jumblati asked in an associate the noise with airpisnes and nothing. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Then the guys come ,by with guns and shoot 
them,"  i .  • : ' 
"• Watson reported earlie r in the day that he 
saw many moose and some horses during the 
three hours his plane was in the area, but no' 
W01V~.  ' , : :',Jr ' 
~ His campaign was~tempsrarily grounded 
I~ause of a shortageof available helicopters 
to mount a more effective protest. 
interview published by the 
newspaper. 
"The Americans; it 
seems, are beginning to 
deal with facts  Jumblatt 
ssid~ "They now realize that 
the multinational force is no 
.knger able to contribute to 
peace efforts. Rather, the 
fcrce became involved in 
France sai.d its troops will • for talks which lasted into 
stay for the present but early today. 
started talks to have them • Rumsfeld told Gemayel of 
replaced by. a United new U.s. policy of striking 
Nations force. 
In Washington, a State See 
Department official said 'Canadian' 
Gemayel, "is in an in- page 10  
creasingly isolated position 
Response terrific 
TERRACE-- A record 1,128 entries have been received 
for this years Pacific Northwest Music Festiva ! ,happening 
March S to.17. ', 
Considering the, rough economic Climate, the public 
response has been terrific, 
The festival's publicity committee would like to thank all 
the Imsiness's and patrons that have made this year's 
music festival possible.. 
Due to i.ncreased entries and an added organ class, five 
Imildlngswill he in use for the two week festival, 
They include the REM Lee Theatre, .Caledonia Lecture 
Theatre, Cassie Hall Elementary School, Alliance Church, 
and the Mount Elizabeth Theatre in Kitimat. 
Some organ and piano classes will be held in the Alliance 
Church in Terrace. 
Personnel will be needed at all those locatioas to act as 
recording secretaries, ell programs, and generally assist 
in the running of the festival. 
If you are able to donate your time, please call Elaine 
Shepherd, at 635-3059. 
All competitions are free of charge, and open to the 
public. 
All competitors should by now have been informed of 
their performance place and time. I f  competitors have 
questions please call Bertha Watmough at 635-6989. 
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WHY BUY NEW? 
WHEN U~EDW!,,LL DO! 
Do you want parts to fix Up your car but your budget 
won't allow it? Beat the high cost of new parts with. 
qualliy.used parts from 
S,K,B. AUTO SALVAGE 
635-2333 or 635-9095 
• 3690 Dululn (iustofl Hwy.16  E)  
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To the Editor, + 
The tragic bus acckle~ on ML Washington reminds us 
again that children aze dying needlessly on B.C. highways. 
B.C. Minister o[ Tramportation and Highways Alex 
Frasm" is now on n~'d  as saying mandatocy snail.Its in 
B.C, buses is a [utm'e pmm~ili~. ~ British Columbia 
Medical Association commends the minist~ for his ~ t  
on this imue. 
However, Mr. Fraser is mglec~g another li/e-saving 
gap those soluUon is ms de~ ~s the pm on his desk. 
As it stands, B.C.'s smtbdt law de~mmds that anyone 
over the age ~ six be Imekledup. But the very young- thee 
who cannot make this lifesaving decision for themselves - 
are not prot~ted by kw. 
We all share in the grief or Aden Kerr, whose young life 
was lost m Mt. W ~ .  Yet, in 1982, 897 children under 
six yem~ of age were killed or seriously injured in B,C. 
traffic ~cide~ts -. 17 killed, 880 injm, ed. We know that 
~ant  and ~i ld  restramt~, whm p~vperly used, can reduce 
fatal ees bye0 per cent and disabling injuHes by e5 toT0 per 
cent. If B.C. had a child restraint lawin 1~,  it could ha~e 
standards for ~ safety in motor vehicles have been 
~greed upon and safety-approved child restraint systems 
are eam~ available to commners right now. 
The highways minister has Imblically agreed that 
~ssatbelts save lives. Yet, the piece ~ paper that would 
Ixevent his mg0ing annual ~mage has bern sitting on his 
desk and, despite the urgent pleas of various agmdes, he 
has the  far rehtsed to dg~ iL 
: The BCMA has once again writtea Mr. Fraser, urging 
l~  toacL And moe again, we ask all B.C. ciUzem to insist 
ge~rtunent provide laws that protect all lives, 
mped~ly those c~ our children. They have a right to safety 
m ore- roads. 
si~.rey 
Norman E. Hamilton, MD 
Chairman 
Emergency Medical Services Committee 
Star discovered 
ITHACA, N.Y. (AP) .A  team of ash'(mom~'s from three 
univer~ties, including two from Comell, have found a 
relaUvely new star around which a solar system appears to 
be forming. 
OomeU astronomer Stevm Beckwith described 
discovery Wednesday as "'one of the rm~t solid pieces that 
other planetary systems could exist." 
' He said the stm* and a cloud o~ heavy, light and gaseom 
dements armmd it were not evidem~  ~ Ufe 
in tbem~es but wece a ~p tommi proving such lile 
could exist. 
"First you ne~t he plmet.~,, be said. "H ~,~e ~re ~x~r 
planets, then l i~ may be forming. . ,  but to say they show 
life out there is a pretty b~g logkal step ~mn ~t  ~e've 
see.. "n~ slap we~Pe rode is Ilmt ~be've sea the om4itiom 
that ~ok like they're ~mt right for the ~t im of 
planets." 
ob~at iom were recorded et~-~am~icMly in 
No~mber and Deeemtcr llmmgt hree large telescopes - -  
one at Kitt Peak, Ariz., aml two a~op Manna Kern yolcmo, 
Hawaii. 
FINDING CRrlICAL 
The fact f lat t l~ dad  around HI; 1'an. a star ~. 
cons le~ "l'aurm ~ne ~ I~M yea~ away+ eu~aim 
bea~/e~menes ~ ~ to ehe mamu~ 
Earth was e~itieal ~n the rmd~s. Beekw~ sa~L 
I1~e axum~m Tmrm is ~ m clear vinter n~ts  
in the ~ stT. One er lbe dmest star gnmpS in 
the galuy, it omtaim some =ta~ o~ four l i~  :Tea~ 
away. 
Light ~rave~ J~ ~ a ~md a~l a l i~  year 
is the numlx.- ~ ~ llgM t rawk ;~ a year - -  je t  
over l0 ~ ~ 
m,Jd emm m,m.d me md pmmm.m. 
Bedm, i~  a id  ~,T  d0, ml  ~tmm" k~ Itmve flx~ cloud 
mm of HL Y~m. 
in add~. ,  he =~d, U,e td,  soop~ ~bo ~ mash 
"In ~ cam sd~r sy~hm~, ff~ ~dd Jupi~. S~lwn ~d 
Earth," be takL "We ~,R  ~e MX~ ~ Umes ll~ ma= 
~m ~ l~ 's  dmd crmkL" 
,~mmer~bdk,~tl~pl~e~s=~mm~rs~m, .me ~lm-atkm mma~ =s ommsed I= ~mn~meial top 
~ is thin md e~x~l~ m a skst ~nk, ~nmed ~um a ~ ~.. my md mere s~h,-~a~e pusram. 
~ u~ ~mt ~t~m m= Umm amid  m.  ~a~ ~ ~ . a w .  mmmem emM m ~ ~  
l~e mid the ~ M a s~ar ~ wm smee~ m~vme~s ~, ebekpn~tns h~her ~ leuds ~et mt  ~n ~be 
M4¢lb smdid lalce "ma~. maly ~ M Ibomamb d pmpmed program. 
m"b~m~t~llatwasa~dm~ttimeiahs.msd F&~ ~ 
tbe~s~m~ It~ ~ ~ =me pmvmms fete dtmldy 
ra, 
. . . . .  + . . . . . . . .  Canada : . }C i
praised Canada for agreeing to ©h~ge foreign Investment 
screening practices found to be in violation of ln ternat la l  
trading agreements. ~: '!'~ ' 
He issued the statement on W~inesday, a day aflerthe • 
governing council of GATT, the Geneva-based organization 
overseeing international trade rules, upheld an eaHier 
f'mding that faulted ,,buy-Canadian" practices in Canada~ 
1973 Foreign Investment RevtewAct:, . . . . .  l-+'-ed 
The U.S. government, through urocg s olflce, naq oal$ 
the original formal complaint about he. Canadian rules in 
1982 tender the General Agreement on Tariffs and 'rrade. 
The council, representing 88 countrlesl adopted the repm't •
of a GATY panel which ruled' last July 'that rpractlees 
Ed i t : r :  Advert is ing Sales: requiring foreign investors to promise to buy supplies:dad 
services within Canada violate the principle of treating 
Brian Gregg Nick Walton foreign.owned and domestic ompanies in an evenhanded 
way. 
Sports :  Canadian officials in Washington said ina.L,'uctions Will ~ 
Holly Olson soon be issued to foreign investment revlew officials to 
ensure there is no perception that Canada is Coercing 
foreign investors into buying Canadian goods or services. 
Claire Wadley Sue Nelson PREVENT SQUEEK "+:''; • 
In another development, Ron Basford, co-0rdinator of 
NOTICE OF COPYRIGHT British Columbia's northeapt coal Woject, said Canadian 
The Herald retalm full. complete and sole copyright , tM~.ats of protectionism and heavy Japanese investment 
in any advertisement I='oduced aM-or any editorial . ., 
or photographic ontent published in the Herald. will prevent Japanese steelmakers from squee'/Jng ~¢obl 
Reproductlen is not perm!ffed without he writhe companies involved in the project oo hard for price eats .  
permlsMon of Hie Publisher. With representatives from six Japanese steelmake~in 
Canada this week attempting to renegotiate' ~ntracts 
The Terrace-Kitimst Daily Herald Newspaper is signed in 1981 with Quintette Coal Ltd. and Teck C0i'l~,, ' 
politically Independent and a member of the British Basford said it wouhJ not be i+n Japan's interest o Insist on 
Columbia Press Council. Some of you may be a bit Ion youngto  back: Sam Kirkaldy,  Ed Cole, Ed Kenney, price or tonnage rollbacks. • 
remember  these guys, but for those of you Clare Giggey, Joe Spitzl, L.H. Kenney, "me coal companies ay the Japanese have asked for a . 
who dlMl"t recognize them, they were the Lindsey Morr ison,  AI Grider, unknown, reduction i  the price of metallurgical coal to $84 a to=me 
f i rst  brass band organized in northern B.C. Carl Undblom, Jack Spitzl, Ernle Large, from $98. Japanese steel.production is down considerably 
The year was 1913. Left to r ight  f rom rite- and In front is" bandmaster T.F.  Just. from the levd it was'at when the northeast coal contract 
To the Editor, becamewoundedandwassenthome, whichleflme in was signed. ' 
I am enclvsing herewith, a picture take  of the The contract terms were completely open, Basford ~ld . . . .  eha~. e el the Band for the remaining six months Letters to ~. .= Band at.Terrace in 1913. - wldch we were in France and England l~m'e the Canadian Club, .d  on the sttenRth of U10. te~s  
This Band was proposed and organized by Mr. Just • rearing Vancouver on June 29, 19~0. "Canadian, European and Japanese banks have advanced the Editor .d  = , . - -  .~  - -  = ~  l~,.To~ ram, whom, ,was the ~ remaining member of the or ie l  huge sums of capital mid Canadian and 3al~nese ~-  
with the exce~tion ~two ~ the meml~-m, l~d not had Band that ~e home wilh the/~t~lkx~ and was l~Mes have become shareholders in the project." " ,  
any previous musical knowledge nor Band glad to'Isad the Band in playing the final dispersal "Because of these factors nothing will be done On the 
experimee. As far as I know they have all passed~ .. order, "'DISMISS" whichmade us all civilians again, price side that would destroy the financial viability of  the 
awaywith the excepUonof Claire G'tggey (now~ ~ IbelievethatTecraeehas a Mtmeum or a c011ection project," he said. 
in Vancouver) and m.vself and possibly Sam Kirkaldy of "Artifacts" d some kind'~ ~m/zaf ion ~ some Referring to a call by Canadian automakers for import 
in Terrace. We purchased the irish-anent from a kin~andlwouldaskyoutokind]yhandthepictu/eof restrictions on Japanese cars, Basford said:.  "The 
musiehouseinSeatfle, eaehmanpayingfer his own, . the Ten'aee Band over tothemas I dm't expect hat Japanese know that for the northeast coal development 
excepting, the drums which .were paid by  the they would have any~ similar to il, andlpresent project and others to collapse would , . . provide the volces 
members col]ecUvely, it with m~ldml regaids and' best wishes in their of protectionism in this and other countries with the Ver~ 
Having no place to pracUce we ccganiz~ the efforts to collect and p¢otect momenb0es~of thep~st, ammunition they want/' 
Terrace Progress Ch]b by selling shm'es at $~5 each, Myown+ ~e inTe~ce~ from 19 .L~to 19Z9, In other develpments: . . . .  
• which hall I believe was destroyed by fire a few Ysars mires U~ foe- ysars or 'so while I was in the war, and - -  The Toronto Globe and Mail said the federal budget o 
ago. '1~ Band was probably the rust one between I havemany fond mefi~ries M the many good friends . be tabled next Wednesday includes proposals that would 
Prince Rupert and Prince George, or possibly and good l i~  that I co joyed there. I have now allow more companies, as well as lawyers, doctors and 
Edmonton.. : passed my ~99th year as might be evidenced by all of dentists, to take advantage of tax breaks for small business. 
PelT, ona~yi In 1915 1 jo~lned the Band ~ the "rJnd ~ erro~and ~ appea~ above. The ne~'paper quoted u~.'den.~ed government sources~as 
Seaferth Highlanders and went overseas with them, I would be glad ff you ~ advise me of the ~ saying a key change will eliminate the distinction between 
but all regimental bands wee dispersed and given 
rifles instead, owing to the shortage ~ recruits, re(~pt and the disposal made of ~he picture. ,  so-called qualifying and non-qualifying small buslnessby 
Many of them were casualties during the war and ~ you and wishing you the ¢omlMiments of making all eligible for special low corporate tax rates. 
when the 7"2zd Band returned we had a new Band the season. --  British Columbia Forests Minister Tom Waterland 
madeup in France cluing 1917-18. Of the original lam said a federal-provincial forest renewal program~: to 
Band (~ 35 m ~  that wmt overseas, oMy Sgt. ' YounTruly replenish woodland cut down by logging companies will be 
BowYer and myself were left. Sgt. 130 ~ ~ter L.H. (Bert) Kenney ~ postponed for at least a year. Federal and B.C. officials 
, , : " . . . .  ~ ....... ' '  ..... ' ,, ,,- ~ . . . . .  , ,,,,,, , , , . .  ~ve~ed to.~c~ *- a sr¢~ent, be..said, ~p ,1~.  _ 
Government has conTidence a~reemmt..derwhicheachgove=entwflislx~d$5 " million on forest renewal pm~'~s, for one more year. 
• -- Stdco Inc. said it cut its losses to $14.2 mfll i~ in 1~ 
OTTAWA (CP) --  With a budget only days away and an ~ says the pattern0(a decrease in employment from $40 million in 19~2 but must still raise badly needed 
elecUon a year off at most, the government is a fmmtain of and an increase in labor force dropouts suggests an working capital. Stelco chairman Peter Gordon said 
economic onfidence, economic uncertainty hangs over employers who are were looking up in the steelmaker's consumer markets, 
But the optimistism of Finance Ministe~ Marc Lainnde relactant o hire and over potential .worlkws who don't thanks to a surge in car and appliance sales. But tbe'otl~ 
may be more poliUcal fantasy than ecumm=Me reality, believe jo~ are available, half of the company's markets " steel for heavy con- 
There are disturbing signs the recovery is faltering -~ Maxw~'s concern that there has also been a poor trade- slruction and pipelines --  remained epressed and that 
interest rates remain stubbornly high, consumer con. ~ off i .  jobs is Supported by a study conducted by Midland wipes out gains made through the consumer sector, and 
fidmce is waning, business is reluctant o'invest and . Do~ Ltd. "reduced costs. 
eoommic activi~ h~s weakened. - ' Midlaml eomomists in a comparison of job losses and " - -  Texaco Canada Inc. said it will close its refined 
Andlastmonffianotber lSZ,O00peoplew~ewithoutjcbs'~ gains in Canada ml the U.S. during and Mnce lflhe recm~km products terminal in Montreal East by mid-1984. Te~co 
That bro~t  the total to 1.5 million, boo~ ~ unem- ~ that in bolh ~mlzies the gmerally higher-paying, dosed its Montreal refinery in the fall Of' 19~2. The terminal 
pioym~t rate to 11.~ per cent frmn ILl in December. ~. "goodatprvduei%~ ~!~ has been' the loser and the lower- closure will put about 50 employees out of work, although 
qlmt's not the way a recovery is supposed to work. , paying, often part-lime services ectm- the winner some will be kept on temporarily for maintenance work. 
Statistics Canada has warned of atmormalities in Ibe~ ~ Derek ,kmes,. Midland e ~  says that in Canada --  Goodyear Canada Inc. reported a 1983 profit of $i2.5 
recently-veakmed recovery and says we must ¢otmt on  f~om the onset or the recess~h in mid[-l~81 to December million or $4.74 a share, compared with a $2.S*milllon loss 
other re=tr ies to fuel growth. ~ its low Ire'mr, 4s6,mo ~ in the ~ in- the pre~ous year. The company said sales jumped to ~.1.5 
Many o~ the jobs being created are gmerally low.paying' d ~  wece lost comp~ to 113~000 jo~ in ti~ =~rviee$ million for the year ended Dec. 31, up 13 per cent from ~72 
ones in services imlmb-ies, not the full-lime, beUer-pa~ing, industries. _ miUimt in 1982. 
CitlPAII'ES .lOBS ~ jobs in goods-producing industries which w~e lost, says . " ~ 
e =rd Canada s=+-mer, r= y=r o+ remm , m,  omjo +=erecma  , 
Provinces suffer "l~at's a poor ~, 'he  notes. ~ 
Elizabeth Rmldick, an economist with fl~e private I the se~irk~s sectm', more flue double the number lost. CALGARY (CP) --  Ontario and Alberta are both suf. 
l~utd~e,  ysung1~ especially males, who were feting as a result of an outdated and inflexible national, 
r ~ g  ~m ~r°rme/r~a Ud-, ag tees- ~ ~ hit by me mees~./,  have remm.ed ~sast. 
energy policy, Ontario Energy Minister Phiflip Andrew~ "l~=e(m~mqq°~m~mt}ratommtupbecameempioyment ~ "Peoplelosinglbejobsarenottbepeol~Jegelfingthejobs aid Wednesday. : . 
we~t down, but it would have g(me up ~ to abo~ 11.5. back," says Joms." ': 
"It's time for some serious negotiation= Io adjust,our 
fi~cePer centwe ffbad.''we hadn't had the kind ~ dedine in the lalmr + B ~ ~  to I~  de ]l]t~mPer ~ (]use ]~oommdzics Ibe ~ pricing policies," he told a business plhef lng.  
: e=~=m'l~ed ~dmr  elTect --tlxe Ik~ back into Ibe labor 
~it l~  DROPOlYi~ . Andr~ves said Ontario needs lower oil and gsw prices if 
Aneslimated3~e00peoldedroppedoutoflbelabocfo¢ce..forceof~~mdu~'s--ac!mdlydidtakeplaceearly its industries are to remain internationally c~mlpefliive. He 
in ~ i~¢overy. ' ' noted Lhat oil coming into Ontario from Weatwn Canada Is 
monlJh at a lime when many economists say the op- ~ eco=~ny was gh.~ms- ~L~ b~ by ~w-~"a- oftm more expensive than erode sold a~ ~!~ border in 
p~ite ~mukl be happeni~, Ruddick no~s. meats t lmm~ sales-tax redu¢tim= and lame-laying l he United States, sometimes exceeding ~ world price. 
It's smpddng, saysRob Butler, an eommnist with Chase grants, be say~. . . . . .  "Producers in Alberta are not g~tli~tg world prices for 
E¢onomelrics Canada. "We borrowed from the ' l~ '~.aow the party is over." their old oil. But by the time it gets to Ontario, with added 
enc~mrk~ effe~ - -  people o ~  about B~ it's a "temlmrary I ~ ' "  be adds. taxes, royalties and transportation corn, we pay the world 
job ~ emera~ the ~bor ror~e - is s,m=r~ i~ a "'n's n ~  to re ly  ge~ upset ~t .  ~ h  ~- ~ ~ r , r~ . ' "  . 
~ ,  be says. still be quite resp¢c/ab~. "" . Andrewes aid his province Is willing to consider a 
+ pricing system linked to oil's market value. 
Federation members rankled 
"We're willing at this point to accept a market-sensitive 
pricing system," Andrewes told .Calgary oil man John '1 
E~MONTON (C~) - -  /~berta &gdcultm~ Minister h~ productkm ee ls  thin ~ d e ~  said. But he said Ontario still wants proteetlon from potential, i 
I ~  ~ k  warning not to balkani~ Canadian FederaUo= ~ agreed support prims for beef, ~mps in energy prices similar to those of the 1970s, The 
agriculture was sift1 ranlding membe~ r Ihe canadian sbeepmMhogsslxmidneveren:xedtutal~cam, soaring emt of oil prompted Ontario to back federal moves 
Feder~tinn of AUicullm~ ms W~y.  ,Mb~tadekgatess~lwamedflmtt~plo~l~gomldrake to aeate  a "made-in-Canada" energy price not linked to 
"Jlhe ~ s  Idmt qieed~ Taesd~ aigbt (~xl ~ bdp sqplmfl Iwios to a Imml Ilmt Uailed Sbdm ~ migld world wiees. . , 
~de le~+wl l~n l lm,  W'putlJ l~rc~eWedne~l~lora te l la~m~ . . .  aadrem~imbeemn~eetl~wl'tholllndustryexecufives, 
m~orm mdiomd met  slMMli~lim plan+ some ddegatm ~ bee= inf~med llmt ff C=mda get= into as i tmt im and is m~duled to meet with Alberta Energy Minister ; 
said. ~=ffi=t~,~om+emme=,to~~==t=idy, me "~= zm=ir~ today. 
AI~ $=~mtd~,wan d Ontario lave =Mreed in United States is go~g Io tar i l t i t  =m~(y fnm= m, imma3dly And~,~mslaidmuchoftheblameforhighenerffycoa~.0n ,i 
p r ~  to a ~ i J n  bat federal ~ ~ go am I~" am ~ ~ ~ to ~ types.of Ibe federal ~ t .  He said Ottawa should remove the 
]¢mist~EugmeWbdmsaysm~relx~im~shavet~jmn mea~'sa id l t ,g~l~=tm,  zme~~i~bthe  Cam=lianow.er~spedal.eharae,  t x lnltlally used to : 
~dmnms~lm~t~ai t~todkdmsl im.~ ~mta~Cm~=imi~ PaYfor~etakeoversbypetro.CanadaLtd, ./+ , .  
mi=iste~aretomeet~mOUawateda~odi=cmsit. + I~t~berprovim~klleadm~uidllmymmldm~tzCmdfor .=~_=~...Qmm oil company hu s~ce paid for : those 
ffFj~dbottmludbemq~,~mg~,Ea~ernC~mdabe -ems im~tbebeef~inm effar¢ toprotcd  "~'~u"m'°mrevenuefr°mthe+tax+haseonUnuedto t 
an in~rv i~.  + : + , ~ • + • _~md+dhislwOvin~wouldnlsollkellmvlewo~me +' 
l~=L=ite l~mdlmltm'= wmmg be ~d Nt  + a +e~e n~ ar~k~ b~ ~_ ha~ Io m s~e I~1 d ~P~=aP¢~um an~l g~. revmue tax, a am charge 
p la=~in ,~beda lmmlmmm, t l=eremvir lmlly medl=l=+=mt==tly~ive, saidn~i] IdBocr~lkeNova ~- -~p i~e~m~la im~bythe induat ry .  ; 
lZede~Um ef ~rimdture. gas, despite being = per tent 
no sappart ~sm ~ delegates tried Wedncsd~ to put " ~ tl~+meq~'~luival~ I~'I~ for oil, Is still too hlih and . 
FOR ~ . . . . . . .  U~re m a ~ rome fodustri~ will look for ©hUper • . ~ .  
he * ;  mm+M mmmme ,mm or a p+mm mi.i i Mbeda a~! we dmlda't balla~me. 
~k  ewm mat all tm~mml gas wmm should 
"Ma~ebelda~tmemlbsa~llmL~ttalbea¢t~iyms mv~.ve a lY~er~at discount nan  interim measure 
demL"Sa~m8 wa~ ~ ~ood for Altterla Jmd ~u p~ cm drop lead~ ~ ~rn,Mual ~ eontracts between buyer, and 
• . • • 
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g;evernm;ent  "> gr "ound, . . . . .  shi!eds blood ' 
WINNIPEG (C?) '  Manitoha's ,NDP. govei'n~ent';is bofore'atime'Hmit can be imposed, '. ... . ,, " one shot at debate. : . , '" / I t  Was the government's inability to use closure on one 
ag:~ngt~gr~l~dt.o~Wlyand ~vith a lot of pell~cal b l~ '  cd . ,  Wi~:arlessts20utof 57 seats ld. the house, ~e i~0V~I[ Calling it.double closure".' and ,a bizarre attempt ' te : part of the package - -a  reeolW.ion to amend the C on- 
gg ake changes to the way Fr~ncha~gtuige' * men, c0idd Wi~; ~my vote but :the'Tori~ arerdalug.ai!~y :: limit debate*, the Conservatives were nevertheless forced to stitution to protect French rights -- that led to the attempt 
righAn~.are treated in the province.. :  :. ~,!, ..L~ : . .  , .can.to ensure/hrit votels delayed asl0"nl~'ak ~ ib le~:The  start using up the 40 minutes apiece they wlll have before to set a time.limit on walkouts. , 
Co- yno~otacompromisesaemssUm a  theProgresaive Torieshold23sea~butonthls issnehave~esupp0rtofor~e, facing a vote. " :/:: , .. In an agreement signed last summer, the Torius agreed 
nservauve opposition continues to ;look for new ways to'  NeW,De-'~cratand theonly indel~nd~fit inth~ l~Isla'tu~e/, ; '  "1 want to serve notice on' the government r members to a two-week maximum on any walkout while the division 
bl~k the .govei, nment. .i: :. , .: ,:i ', . ' , ' :  ".: :"IC~}6FF.TOEIES) : "  ~ ,~ .@::i-/.:. ~. ],: .:- ..:. ,...~!!~ opposite that it Will be the intez~tionof the Opposition ~o buzzers are on, a condltion included at the inslstenec of the 
.use at me chief weapons the Tortes have been ~Ing - -  ' ' ,  Th'e gdvemi~ent has cut off at least one dela~.'tactii~i "- debate',his new twist, this new. abuse of power by  this government but which left a loophole allowing the daily 
unlimited walkouts to stall the t~kidg o f  votes in th~ ' ' the  Tories were likdy set to try to use on the time-limit/government, in the strongest possible way," said walkouts on the closure motion. 
legislature --  has I~en jespardized by the' accepfian~e of a i moUon --" the.Lpracflce of amending "La moti0n again an?d opposition House Leader Harry Enns. . , Tory Leader Gary Filmen has said his party Will live up 
governmentmotionthatwouhJshutoffthedivisionb~zers 'hgkin~to~/llbw vlrtual|y unlimited'dchate. ' '. ,- i I When they use up thei'r time, the Torios must decide to the agreement, even though others in the legislature have 
after two hours. The buzzers call members to the chamber > .Th~rulus of the legislature' wer~-~modthiy manlp~dated whether they want to walk out of the legislature for a " said it carries little real weight. 
for a recorded votel ~ , ~ : " .W~/~ayby  Natural Reseurces!Minister AI Matting ~ prolonged period to avoid the time-limit hatwould make it Manitoba Tortes adopted the delaying tactic only 
But the fight isn't over, While Speaker Jim Walding has fo~stall/any~ame~dments. He moved •that the question be  a simple matter for the government to impose closure on'.. recently, after the much-publicized walkout a couple of 
ruled the government motion is in order, it n~ust be voted on put on the niofi0n", (vhich in effect givesthe Opl~siti0n only "the French-language package. • . years ago by their federal counterparts in the House of 
" i,!"i! •:, "• .  • /• ,  ' 
Police surveillance, vehicle.>...in accident 
• " - •  - ,  . t  : ' . "  - "  
NEW WESTMINSTER, B.C. (CPi ~" When'members of a rob an armored truck, and possession of illegal weapohs. "did not see anything significant~"" "' 
police surveillance team moved their observations in Ann Hansen, 30, Juliet Rolmus, 21, Gerald Hannah, 28, Mc'riernan is one of many witnesses being called .to 
Vancouver and New Westminster. to a point north of .Brent Taylor, 27; and DouglasStewar.t, 28, face at0tal of.!L :testify at the trial about weeks of police surveillance of the 
&luamlsh, B.C., One of their two vehicles was involved in an counts in the trial. Not all are charged on each count.'They, ~ five accused. ' . . . .  ' ' ' " 
accident, a B.C. Supreme Ca0rt jury was told Wednesday. have pleaded not guilty to the charges. McTiernan said he joined the surveillunee team" NOV. 30, 
The jury alSo4~eard that oae detective f ll into a creek'as RCMP Const. Patrick McTiernan .said the detective, 1982, and worked with it until Jan. 20, i983, the day"the five 
he kept watch on'foot, getting himself and his portable two. David Blakeman of the Vancouver city police, went to .werearrestedantheyweredrivingonthehighwaYnorthof 
way radio wet. . . , •Squaml~h to dry out'hisradio, but was too wet to stay out on Squamish. 
,The testimony came during the trial of five people foot. . .- ON GROUND " 
charged with a number of offences, including couspiracy to. He said ihat the whole time they were.there, the team He said he sometimes watched from a parked vehicle, 
:., sometimes from an observation post in a house, sometimes 
on foot and once while lying on the grotind bet~/een a fence. 
Canadian censors snip on andagarnge .  - . • . • - " ~ Answering defense lawyer Stan Guenther, MeTiernan 
• . said a photograph of Hansen he was shown before he 
• • - started surveillance was riot very good.and he did sol im- 
HALIFAX (CP)" --  While the Onta~'id Censer Board bas The Ontario case, centred on the constitutional guarantee mediately associate it with a womaithd followed into a New 
been battered bycourt decisions arising from challenges to'. of freedom of expression, was launched by the Ontario Film Westminstr store two weeks later. " 
its authority, similar boards will carry on as usual in' ~nd Video Appreciation Society. He said later he saw :'better pictures':' and at that time 
Atlantic Canada, officials say. Bringloe said some film distributors'or individuals might identified the woman he had followed as Hansen. 
However, a New Brunswick spokesman said Wednesday challenge the Atlantic boards. He said that during the surveillance, he knew of two 
he woidd not be surprised if local beards now are "The Charter'of Rights is a convenient vehicle for some eceasions when police searched the hack of a p!ckup truck 
challenged because of the Ontario experience, people to jump on."-' . being used by some of the accused and once wheh they 
"I have nothing concrete," said Ted Bringlee, executive . The Nova Scotia board relies' on 'co-operation from searched the garbage at the rear of a New Westminster 
.assistant to Jean-Pierre Ouellet, minister esponsible for distributors, aid Consumer Affairs Minister Laird Stirling, house in which four of the accused wei'e living. 
the provincial beard. "But there is a tendency for these who is resP0nsibile for the board. 
' Expansion planned 
things to grow and spread like ripples." So far, the co-operation has been good and distributors • 
The Ontario Court .of Appeal ruled this week the have not shown films the board refused to classify, he sa'id, 
provincial censor board may classify films, but isoperating Allan Bell, Atlantic-area manager for Famous Players 
beyond its legal authority when it censers them. The ruling. Theatres, said distributors are satisfied with the system Herald Staff Writer 
was stayed Wednesday pending an appeal to the Supreme and have no intention'of challenging the authority of either TERRACE-- A CN spokesman could not specify which 
Court of Canada. provincial board, property is being sought, but says that negotiations are 
In Atlantic Canada, tkere are classification boards only in SEE PROTECTION continuing for the acquisition of five acres to facilitate 
New Brunswick and Nova Scotia. Theatres in Newfoun. Distribuiors ee the boards as more of a protectien than a future expansion. 
dlandand Prince Edward Island use classifications handed nuisance, he said. They'feel that having beards classify The company is looking into expanding the Terrace 
down by the two boards. ' ' " films makes distributors less likely to be prosecuted under facilities by another fivetracks, at a cost of $5 million to $6 
• Unlike the Ontario board, the two Maritime beards do not vague obscenity laws. " million. 
cut scenes from films before they are distributed. " But this is no guarantee. Famous Players faces triiq in It is hoped that work,~vill get under way thisyear because 
The Maritime boards classify each film as general, adult Chariottetewn on March 21 on a charge of distributing the railway is forecastinga sizeable increase in traffic to be 
or restricted entertainment. They will refuse to.classify any 'obscene material. Police seized the film Chained Heat and earning through the Terrace yard, • 
with scen~ deemed objectionable to the community and it laid charges even though it had been classified by both the By 1986, 21trains will be going through the yard on a daily 
is anoffence to exhibit a film which has no classification. 'New Brunswick and Nova Scotia boards: basis, carrying lumber, grain, and coal, and as well, there 
• • • • will be tliree trains coming through from Kitimat DELETE SCENES Chained Heat was nmmedmtely wnthdrawn from theatres _ . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "'. _ 
The distributor can wl~&aw ~ ul~e.ll}ssifled (ilm,or~edit . . . . . .  ^"~ -¢,^- ",^ r,h..~^,,~, . . . .  :.. ^ ~r~ wm conunue wun ~mpresent poqcygxmamm|mng the:
.~" - 0tltthe0bJecttonsblemater/al, l~esc'enes~re<Inieted~,the . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~-~ i~ l{ l rn~l~'~as  no ~]ans'T~ upgrad~ the line. • .. Legislation introduced, this week by federal Justice Thewhoie nurth line has been budgeted for $125 mfllinn to " 
film~uan.be classified und,exhibited,. . . . . .  . , ,  ,,.o ........... ' " "Minister Mark MacGuigan could affect situations like this be spent on upgrading the line and this type of work will 
Abe Gess, Chairman of the New Brunswick board, said one.The bill wouldrequire police to get.permissien from continue for the next 10 years', .with a majority of the 
the board rejects about a dozen films a year. Most of these provincial attorneys,.general before laying a charge, upgrading being down on the line between.Prince George to 
are then edited by the distributors and eventually shown, regarding a movie classified under prov!ncial aw. ~ Prince Rupert. 
Commons. 
NDP Government House Leader Andy Austett says at 
least five provinces in Canada already have r~es in the 
legislature to prevent What is bappening in Manitoba. 
BELLS CUT OFF 
In Nova Scotia, division bells can ring for no longer than. 
one hour, in Newfoundland the time limit is I0 minutes, in 
New B.runswick, a mere five minutes is allowed before'a 
voteis taken and inAlberta, the limit is eight minutes. 
In Quebec, the Speaker is simply given discretion to call a 
vote "after he has judged that the waiting period has been 
.~ufficient." Usually five 'minutes is sufficient but the 
buzzers in the Quebec assembly were allowed to ring for an 
hour last year ona controversial bill. 
Wednesday was a• good day for the government of 
'Manitoba outside of the house as well. 
After an almost daily parade of anti-French protust.ers -"
• recently, Anstett was presented with a petition b~ Prof. Don 
Bailey that was signed by more than 100 staff members at 
the University of Winnipeg who approve of the govern- 
meat's tand. 
Open Mon.Fr i :  9 :00AM-5 :30PM 
Sat  • 9 :00AM-4 :30PM 
Come On Inl We look fo rward  foass l s f lng  yoo w i th  
your  e lect ron ic  problems.  
J im.  Cooley 
Owner -  Manager  
Ottawa on wrong course? 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The problems facing the British 
Columbia fishery may be better known in Ottawa but 
there's no indication the federal government is on the ~'ight 
course to solvingthem, leaders of a delegation of West 
Coast fishermen said Thursday. 
The fishermen have been in Ottawa since Monday trying 
to meet ministers and MPs to discuss the problems facing 
the fishery and pi'opusals being developed by the govern- 
meat for dealing with an over-abuedance of fishermen and 
a shortage of fish. ' .... 
Bob Rozasoff of the Pacific Salmon Seiners told a news 
conference it appears the government's solutions will only 
continue distortions in the B.C. fishery --  too many high- 
priced vessels chasing too few fish. 
Ron Fowler of the Pacific Trollers, and Jack Nichol, 
president of the United Fishermen and Allied Workers 
Union, said meetings with the Conservative and New 
Democratic Party caucuses have shown a general 
agreement on solutions. 
Pierre De Bane, w.bo agreea to meet the fishermen in 
Vancouver this• weekend after he presents proposals for 
helping the fishery to his 25:mere .bet advisery council. 
Nichol saict he lobbying effort "has been the most s.uc- 
cessful we ve ever had the access we've had to at least 
the opposition parties, and now the faet'lhat doors seem to 
be opening with the Liberals as well." 
Rezasoff said it appeai:ed many hod regarded the lobby 
'campaign as an attempt to get more fishing time for greedy 
fishermen. 
"But we've'made them realize we' know there has to a 
reduction in fishing, but we want some say it." 
"The fishermen have been calling for a federally-funded 
$100-million program to reduce:the fishing fleet, more 
protect ion  for fish spawning habitat, increased salmonoid 
enhancement, treaties with the United,States and Japan to 
protect salmon stocks and more consultation with .the 
fishermen. . . 
The groups feel they've bec~ generaily i"gnored by the 
federal government, but when they have'.reeeived federal 
attention it has tended to rhake conditions w'orse: 
A key part of the problem, they say,'is that I)e Bane is 
starting to Work on the problem without the right in- 
formation." 
And the delegation hopes to win similar acceptance from 
ministers who have agreed to meet the fishermen after 
originally refusing to see them. 
The change came after a meeting with Fisheries Minister 
Peace ambassador needed 
OTTAWA tVP) -- One of'the remaining aps in' Prime 
Minister Trudeau's peace crusade - -  caught up in a 
political struggle, sources ay -- is the appointment" of an 
ambassador for ~sarmament, 
A former British Columbia premier and a former 
PrngresalveConservative party leader were considered for 
the job, but are no longer on an existing "short list" of 
prospects at external' affairs. Senior government officials 
say the post is expected to be filled soon, within days or 
weeks at the most. 
Dave Barrett, the former NDP premier' of British 
Columbia, wan-an early favored candidate beth for his 
aeumen and his political sdv~y in Westerfi Canada wher~ 
Liberal party organizers want to bolster 'their image. 
Robert Stanfield, the respected former ConserVatiVe 
leader, was courted for his aCknOwledged diplomatic skills. 
Officials who requested anonymity said there.has been a 
debate within the government over whether or, n0tithe 
disarmament job sho~dbe;"staffed by a politician 6r a 
diplomat," But they added 'the gb~'ernmeat seems .to be 
leaning toward nominaUflg a career civil servaot o the. 
Important Job. " . . . . .  
The Issue of filling the ambassadorial job, v.acanl~ simle 
Alan .B~_,sleylefi It last fall, highlights ~e'ro!e ~eiprin~e 
minister soffice has played In shaping thq l~a~e initiative. 
There have been previous repor[s of strain,between the 
small group of  specialists running the disarmament task 
force set up by Trudeau and External Affairs Department' 
officials. 
SENSITIVE ISSUE . . . .  
There Is acknowledged "sensitivity" by External Affairs 
Minister Allan MscEachen about how an ambal/sador is
:% 
namedi since that .is normally ithe prerogative of the 
External Affairs"Department. Ultimate approval comes 
from the prime minister, however, and Trudesu's 
representatives reportedly played a key role in soUnding 
out Bprrett And. S!anfield last fa|l. "" .. 
Barrett didn't return repeated telephone, Calls and 
Stanfield Couldn't be reached for comment on .Wedn~day 
because he was travelling. '~' 
MacEachen said in the Commons Jan. 24 that he hoped to 
name a disarmament amhassadnr keen and- seemed to 
stake o/It the responsibility for doing so for himself. 
"I am ~arching for the best possible person to fill this job 
and when I conclude that I have' that person,, the ap- 
pointment will be made)" he said in reply {o questions from 
'Sinclalr,<Ste¢ens, the Progressive Consei'vative foreign 
affali's critic. 
The argument for naming a career official as disar- 
mament amhassadot" run~ partly atoug the line that most of 
the future work on the Issue is to be, done in councils like the 
North Atlantic Treaty organization, the Stockholm dlser- 
mament conference and elsewhere. The days of Trudeau's 
high flying peace crusade"are numbered --either because 
he has talked peace nearly everywhere exceptMosoow Or
by a long-awaited retirement.- 
"; OffiCials working on Trudcau's peech to the Commons 
today, setting out ~rogress o far on the peace initiative and 
poasibly indicating future intentions, aid there was no plan 
to name a disarmament ambassador in. it. Nor is there 
much additional-information another proposal for set- 
ting up a publicly funded centre for peace and disarmament 
research, as promised in the throne speech last Dee. 7 that 
officially o~ned the current parliamentary session. 
BUY - -  TRADE - -  SELL  J 
RENT- -  GARAGE SALESi 
HELP WANTED 
SER VICES 
* ::,i: and many more in the 
=-20 words or les 
' $4 50 3 consecutivedays___._____0NLY n 
)7.50 5 consecutive days__,____,__JgLlr 
See our handy clip out coupon on page 8 
I I I 
You tvant i t . .  • . .  
you, e got it/  the Classifieds 
( 
• • • . ~ !:~: 
I 
• :: .. . ;" ~ :; , .  ., . ] • 
iilegal defence burns Nets./ 
With the score tied at 110- helped his team to victory. 
110 and 26 seconds ]eft in "We have a crazy rule in 
overtime,. "referee Ed this league, and half the 
Middieton called a technical people don't understand it 
foul on New Jersey's themselves," said 
Darwin Cook for playing an Loughery, who once 
illegal defence, coached the Nets. 'Tm glad 
Quintln Dailey calmly the officials interpreted it in 
stepped to the line and sank a way that was favorable to 
the free throw., leading us. 
Chicago Bulls to a 114-110 "But maybe we Should 
victory over the Nets in a take the onus off the of- 
National Basketball flcials and just go ahead and 
Association game Wed, legalize zone defences." 
needay night. In other games Wed. 
"It was a real gutsy call," nesday night, i t  was 
Dailey said of Middleton's Philadelphia 76ers 118, 
whistle. "You have to have Houston Rockets 107; 
a lot of guts to make a call Cleveland Cavaliers 119;. 
like that." Golden State Warriors 103; 
Chicago coach Kevin Los Angeles Lakers 111f 
Loughery called for the Boston Celtics 109; 
league to overturn its rule Milwaukee Bucks 115, New" 
against playing a zone ,York Knicks 103; Kansas 
defenee, even though it City Kings 118, San Antonio 
it's R,R,S.P, Decision 
Time Apin , 
If You Don't Own : INDUSTRIAL  
GROWTH FUND, you still don't own 
the best. RRSP. equity fund in  
CanadaL 
I year.up 32,9 
5 years -up  lS5.1 
10 yea re.up 484.0 
Contributions for 1983 should be made now and 
transfers from Other RRSPs should be'made at 
ANYTIME. 
For further Informatlan on Cancla's No.1 
RRSP equity fund, please complete and return 
the coopon I)klow.. 
--All figures through October 3let, 1983. Dividends'reinvested. Offer 







P lea  Nnd'lJl~t-~date Ir~ormatlon o~ Industrial 
Growth Fund to 
Name 
Address 
Code , [ 
I C.'*~I~Iel 0'Brae n 
L I t2~-~t7 (Coll~) . " I 
: i i l i l i  l l i l i i i l i  J l l i l i l  
. ..~: ~:~, 
Spurs. 110; Dallas 
Mavericks 120, Mv.er  
Nuggets 114; and Portland 
Trail Blazers 114, San Diego 
Clippers 105. 
SCORES 34 POINTS 
Dalley scored six Of his 
"it's a tough rule fo~ that 
situation." " 
Cavaliers 119 W~to'~:4.0S. ,  
Cliff Robinson scored :31 
points and Gooff • Husto, 
collected all 20 of his pointS• 
in the ~.~nd,  ha l f : *~ ' game-high 34 paints in 
overtime to pace the Bulls, . Cleveland Cavaliers won 
who posted their secoud thei fourth straight game at 
straight victory following home. 
six cgnsecutive losses.. 
The loss spoiled an ex- 
cellent performance by New 
Jersey's Buck Williams, 
who led the'Nets with 23 
.points, grabbed a career- 
high: 24 rebounds' and a 
career.high seven Mocked 
shots. 
New Jersey coach Stan 
Alb~ck refused to comment 
on.the illegal defence call 
because other than saying 
. OiMmpl c 
.Results 
Mickey Johnson'sco~: 23 
points and Purvis ~ort  ,22 
for Golden State, which lost 
its seventh straight ~ road 
start. 
76ers  118 Rockets  107 
Julius Erring se6]red 42  
points: as Philadelphia 
snapped a three-gem e 
losing streak, The Rockets 
lost their fourth straight 
despite a caroer-lhJgh. 41- 
point performance by 
seven.foot-four rookie 
centre Ralph Sampson. 
Houston's Elvin Hayes 
established an .NBA earner 
record of L271 regular 
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Canada 8 Austria I ', " 
' Finland 16 Norway 2 
Soviet Union 5 Italy I 
West Gnrma~ly 8 P.oland S 
CROSS-COUNTRY 
Women's IO-kllometre: 1. Maria- 
LIIs0 Haemoelainan, Finland. 
31:44.2; 
2. Raises Smetanlna, Soviet Union, 
32:02.9; 3. Brlt Petforse~, Norway; 
32:12.7; 4. Beret Aonlh Norway, 
• 32:11.7;  S. Anne Jahren, Norway, 
32:26.2; 6. ,LI I lemormnrle .Rlsby, 
Sweden,  32 :34 .6 ;  
23. Shirley Firth, Bane, Al ia . ,  
54:$1.3; 30. Shorcm Firth~ BMf f ,  
34:47.0; 3?. A41gata Schmiclh Midland, 
Ont., 35:35.0. 
SPEED SKATING 
Womee'l 1.5~0-metre: I. K~rln Enke. 
East Germany, two minutes 3.42 
seconds, world and Olympic record, 
(previous world record: Enke, 
2:03.43, 1904; prevlous Olympl¢ 
record: Annie Borcklnk, 
Netherlands, 
2:16.95, 1980); 2. Andrea Schoefla, 
East Germany, 2:0,5,29; 3. Natslya 
Peirosava, Soviet Union, 2:05.78; 4.. 
Gable Schacnbronn, East Germany, 
2:07.69; 5. Erwlna Ryo.Ferens, 
Poland, 2:06.08; 6. Vattntlna 
lolenkova, 
Soviet Unlnn, 2:08.17; 21. Netel l l  
Onmler, StlFFoy, Qua., 2:14.7~ 22. 
Sylvle Dal01e, Sherbracke, Oue., 
2:15.$O. 




Esot :  Germany 
$ovM ' Union 
Finland 
Norway 
1,270 mark set by John 
Havlicek of the Celtics from 
1963 through 1978. 
Bucks !]3 Knlcks 103 
Bob Lanier hit two key 
baskets and stole the ball in 
the final three minutes to 
help Milwaukee turnhack a 
New Yorkrally. Narques 
Johnson led the Bucks with 
29 points ,while Bernard 
King topped the Knacks with 
a game-high 55. 
Lakers 111 Celtics 109 
• Kareem Abdul-Jahbar 
became the league's al l .  
time field goal 'scoring 
leaderus he hit for 27 points. 
Abdal-Jahbar hit for 12 field 
goals, boosting the total for 
his 15-year career to 12,685. 
He shattered the NBA 
record of 12,68t set by Wilt 
Chamberlain. 
Jamaal Wilkes scored 25 
points, Magic Johnson 20 
:East Germany, Fin~and 
~ . ~ i j  | "' -:~. draw : rst Olympio goM 
SARAJEVO :' (CP)" - -  , Bjelasn[ca which forced 2:14 .72  while Sylvie seconds back 
- (: 
of the i
Speed skater Karin Enke cuncelldtion of :pra(:tice 
of East :Geri~hny and~ Lw0 daylsago. " 
cross-oountry ' ski.tar. :.Enke ~0n .the women's 
Marja-Liisa Hamalainen l,~00-metre speed skating 
of Finland toda~;:became title in a world record 
the first two ~go]d : t ime of two mindtes,3.42 
medalliste :of the 1984 seconds, beating the 
Winter Olympics. 
Meanwhile, themen's 
downhill' ski race was 
cancelled until . Friday 
because of strong winds 
and fog, Games officials 
announced. 
The last time an 
Olympic ski race was 
postponed was at the 1968 
Games •in. Grenoble, 
Franc~. 
The race jury an- 
notmced the decision I% 
hours before the. event 
was Scheduled to start at 
5 a.m. EST. 
The postponement 
followed a week of erratic 
weather on Mount 
previous mark of 2:04.04 
set by Natalie Petruseva 
of the Soviet Union last 
March. 
Enke elocked 2:03.40 
earlier this year at a meet 
at Karl.Marx-Stadt, East 
GermQny, but the time 
was not recognized as a 
world record because 'the 
international speed 
skating body said it was 
not properly registered. 
• Andrea Sohoeae.of East 
- Germany took the • silver 
medal at 2:05.29 while 
Petrmeva won the bronze 
in 2:65.78. 
• Natalie.Grenier of ate- 
Fay, Que., was.21st in ~' 
Daigle ; of Sherbrooke, 
Que.; was 22~d in 2:15.50. 
Enke, who won the 500- 
metre sprint event at the 
1.980 Winter Olympics in 
Lake Placid, N.Y., was 
ahead on all split times. 
All three medallists and 
six other skaters beat the 
prevtonn Olympic record 
of 2:10.95, set by Annie 
Borckink of the 
Netherlands at the 1980 
Games. 
Hamalainen, the 
defending World Cup 
overall champion, posted 
• an ~18-second victory in 
the women's 10-kliometre 
cross-country ski race, 
Hamalinen was timed 
in 31:42.2 while out- 
distancing Paisa 
Smetanina of the Soviet 
Union who finished in 
32:~.9. Brat Pettersen of 
Norway was third, 28.5 
winner, i! 
TEARS OF JOY 
Hamalinen, who had~ 
never won an lndividual~ 
Olympic medal, burst~ 
into tears of ~ joy and!  
embraced her coach and! 
teammates when 'heri! 
winning time flashed'0n~ 
the scoreboard, ~: 
Speed skater O~etea ~ 
Boucher Of St.Hubert,~ 
Que,, was in'the spotlight ~ 
Wednesday, leading a93-~ I 
member Canadian, 
contingent in the official!i 
opening of the Game's; ' 
"Canadians don't care!i 
about spcodskating," said 
Boueher, a 1980 OlYmpic 
silver medallist. "When I 
tell somebody I'm an 
athlete, they ask me if 
I'm with (Quebec) 
Nordiques" of the.' 
National Hockey League. *. 
Tretiak moves closer to NHL 
SARAJEVO (CP~ -- l~ederati0n and that it is up 
Montreal Cenadiens' at- to the netminder •todecide 
tempts at luring Vladislav whether he wants to make 
Tretiak to North America the jump across the 
moved a step closer ..to Atlantic. 
reality today with word'that '. Olivier said the contract 
the veter at~ Soviet had been given to Vladimir 
goaltender is in 'possession . Gramov, andfficial with the 
of a contract offer from the 
National Hockey League 
team. 
Jacques Olivier, 
Canadian minister of fitness 
and amateur sport, told an 
impromptu news con- 
ference today that the 
contract had been for- 
Soviet federation, who, in 
turn, relayed it to Tretiuk. 
"If 1~Ir. Gramov tran- 
smitted the contract o Mr. 
Tretiak, it means he must 
have taken a look at it," 
Olivier said. "We assured 
Mr..Gramov We don't want 
te intertere with the internal 
• Tretiak is competing in 
his fourth Olympics and has 
been the dominant 
goaltender on the in- 
. ternational scene since 
joining the Soviet national 
team in 1970. Hav~ever, at 
age 31, he is considered old 
by Soviet hockey standards. 
The Cenadieus selected 
Tretiak in the seventh round 
of the NHL's entry draft last 
.June. Montreal general 
manager. Serge Savard, 
along With club president 
Bonald Corey, arrived i, 
Sarajevo on Tuesday in 
Central Red Army veteran. 
Neither Savard nor Corny 
could be reached Im- 
mediately for comment. 
Savard, a elose friend of 
Olivier, met with the.  
minister last month to seek 
his assistance in dealing 
with Soviet officials. 
Tretiak made headlines in 
Montreal dm'ing a tour.~th 
the Army club lsstwinter 
when he said he would like 
• to play for the Canadiens. 
Be'was mobbed.by an:~-  
static crowd.during a Soviet. 
practice at the MantnMk~. 
11iURSDAY, - 5 p,m. -2  a,m. 
warded to Tretiak by the policies of the Soviet hopes of persuading Soviet Forum during that "lame. 
and James Worthy 17 a s the Soviet Ice Hockey. IT-to . . . .  ~ ~ . officials to release the tour. ~ -'• ". ~:~ii~' 
: : "  o,*, ' ,  *- gem, era a row:coo/snap ~ . . . . . .  ~ j : ~" ~ " " ' " ' ~ ~ ~ ' ' : ~ ~'] " 
too"  the Celiics"11-gamehome Upsets surprise top tennis seedS:i: o o t winning streak, 
- , , 
;' MEMPHiS,Tenn. (AP)"  upsets at the ~15,000 United unseeded players during the opening set with a paSs~g 
American Tim Guilikson States national indoor afternoon session, shot to the 1983 French 
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Nemo I t  Jonnl 
Can't 
Can't Can't 
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of Night Can't 
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hn ln  en Can't ' 
Herho Can't 
"Tele|. Endendered 
ReWonel ~ Sl~clal ' 
Telej. ' Can't ' 
National Can't , : .  
Le Point Can't • . 
Le Met~O Can't 










LO Vie Can't. 
Promise Can't 
Jeux L ia rs , :  
Olymplqun' . Sweet 
D~HIvIf Laura 
a Sarelevo Can't 
clnema Can't 





















Mord lc~ Can't 
COn't Can't 
Avlo de Can't 
Rachlm:he Can't . 
Al ia The 
King 
eou Comedy 
Om't  Can't 
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Klondike Can't 
C~l't Can't 
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Eastern Division 
WL T F A P 
Regina 34 16 I 365 232 69 
Lethbridge 33 21 6 194 ~66 66 
Mad Hat 32 19 I 2B7 216 65 
Brandon 29 21 2 311 243 60 
Pr Albert 29 24 2 365 285 60 
Calgary ' 27 24 O 252 243 54 
Saskatoon 27 26 6 253 262 54 
Winnipeg 9 dl 6 196 3S7 18 
Western Division ' 
Kamloops 35 18 0 33,$ 246 70 
Victoria 27 33 O 251 217 54 
New West 26 27 2 22S 2t2,Sd 
Portland 25 26 6 316 307 50 
Seattle 17 33 I 236 281 3S 
Kelownn 13"42 1.1 233 334 27 
NBA 
*St sndJngs' i 
|~STE'R H CONFERENCE 
• Atlantic Dlvlekm . 
-- " 1W L Pcl. nSL 
Baster1" • " '3S" I1 ',776 --  
Philo 31 17 ,646 . 6~ 
New York .  28 19 .S96 .9 
New Jersey 25 25 .500 13W 
Washington 22  26 .458 IS~ 
" - Central Dlvlelon • 
Atl|i'nta" . 20 21 /$71 
Detroit • - 26 21 .aS3 1 
" Milwaukee 27: 9| .S51 I 
ChlCO00•.'.; 10 28 ;391 Fh 
ClaVdl!nd ". 16 31 •340 11 
Indlaha ~ 13 33 .203 13~'  
WESTERN " CONFERENCE 
MIdwalt Dlvlnlln - ".~. 
or" Utah 30 10..62S - -  
Dollen 26 24 ,530 5 
glm*.Cl ty  20 211 .417 1O 
Denver 20 29 .~4 10~ 
Houston 20 39 .408 16~ 
, San An/ 20 30 .400 II 
Pacific Division 
Ang 32 16 ~67 '~  
Portland 31 30 ,608 3Vs 
Seattle 26 26 .,'165 $ 
Gold• state 22 31 .440 !1 . 
P l I~IX 31 17 ,d38 11 
San Diego 16 33.$27 16~ 
W~seUy,  neJuffJ - 
Chlcag0 114 New Jersey ,110, 
aT  
PhllldelMle 118 flouofon 107 
Cleveland 119 Golden Stdito 
1M - 
I.no A W  I I !  Aegean 109 
MllwaUkve' 113 Naw.'York 103 
Kansas City 118 Son Aofonlo 
lt~p~,llne-- 120 Denver 114 
f 
Portland 114 San Diego 105 
Tendsltt' l. Games 
Snaffle at.Indiana H . 
Af l lnt  o I t  Pholmlx N 
FrMey nesul~ 
H(Nlton at Boston N 
Chlcl~Ig at PhiladelPhia N 
• I.e4 An~ at WaShington N 
, Golden Stole at Detroit N 
SaMtfo at Cleveland N 
• KMlas  City of OalMI.  N 
Sin Antorllo at MllW~ukee N 
- NeW York at Utah N 
Aticofn i t  San DIegO N 
Denver at Portland N 
tennis championship 
Wednes(lay night as he 
stannedNo. 2 seed Yannick 
Noah Of France 7-6 (6-7), 6- 
4. 
Gullikson's victory 
continued" a series of sur- 
'prises that saw fifth-seeded 
Bill ,Seanlon of the United 
States, No, ' 10 Vitas 
Gerulaitis of the U.S,, No. 13 
Henrik Sundstrom of 
Sweden and No. 14 Mel 
Purcell of the U.S•, " 
eliminated by a quartet of 
Top-seeded Jimmy 
Conners of the U.S. was to 
see his first action of the 
• tournament against Italian 
Gianni Ocleppo in a late 
match. 
Gullikson foun~ himself 
trailing 6-4 in the first set 
tie-breaker but was given a 
second chance when Noah 
double faulted. 
Gulliknon .later went 
ahead 6-7 when Noah netted 
a return and won the 
Top three teams 
lose fin *WHL 
Todd Bergen scored at Bergen's goal ended a 
5:15 .of overtime to give 
Prince Albert a6-5 Western 
H~key League victory over 
visiting Lethbridge Broncos 
Wednesday night in what 
Header c0ach Terry Simp- 
son described as a ~'tough 
game.". ~i" 
"Lethbridge took away 
our ska[ing game," he said. 
.They. didn't give us .room 
and we had to-keep hattling 
back." . 
"A lack" of Offence haa 
hurt us," said Broncos' 
coach John . Chapman, 
whose team is second in the 
league's Eastern Division 
with 66 points, " I t  seems 
that we can't afford to open 
up because when we do, we 
ran into problems d elan. 
sively,- That's been imp- 
pening to us in the past 
month." ' 
Lethbridge has also been. 
pin ed with idJufle/ and 
was still oneplayet' short Of 
a ful l  roster Wednesday, 
despite eall~, g Up. players 
from the Alberta Junior 
H~keY League. 
"In other games, the 
league's top and :third-best 
Eastern Division teams also 
-lost. their games. Calgary 
Wranglers beat 'division." 
leader Regina Pats 64 and 
Brandon Wheat Kings 
edged.Medicine Hat Tigers 
7-6. On the West Coast, 
Kamloeps Oilers buried 
Seattle Bre~dr~ers 8-3 and 
Portland Winter Hawks 
beat Ketowna Winp"8:7•  ' 
close-checking seesaw 
contest during which the 
teams were tied 2-2, 3-3 and 
6-S by periods. Dave Paean, 
Dave Goertz, AI Stewart, 
B rad ,  Bennett and Dale 
MeFse also • scored for 
Prince Albert. 
Dwight Muilins,'with two, 
along with Jim 0diced, 
Steve Nemeth and J.C. 
McEwan replied for the 
Broncos.McEwun scored at 
18~08 of the third period to 
• force the overtime. 
The clubs were also close 
in shots on goal. The 
Raiders took 37 shots at 
Lethbridge nntminder Ken 
Wregget  while Prince 
Albert's Ward Komonosky 
was tested 36 times. 
Calgary S Regina S 
In Calgary,~ defencomnn 
Match Curnntt seared his 
first two goals of the season* 
to  pace the Wranglers' 
vietery, 
Cornett's two goals within 
30 seconds in the second 
period Ksve Calgary a 6-4 
lead which it never 
relinquished. Ken qulnney, 
Allan Measures, Garth 
Hildebrand and Scott Makin 
scored the' other Calgary 
goals while D/de Derkatch, 
Kui't Wiekenheiser, Lea 
Nielsen ~ and' Tim lennene 
.replied for PJegina, 
Broaden T ~ MedMae Hat '6 
At Brandon,. the Wheat 
Kings scored three unan. 
swered goals in the third 
period to clinch the win. 
Guilikson, who never~iost 
his serve, broke 1~0~ in the 
fifth game of the second set 
, with another blistering 
passing shot to the forehand 
side• 
"it's definitely a shot in 
the arm to knock off the No. 
2 seed," Guliikson said. 
"I'm playing the best tennis 
of my life right now and I 
felt confident going into the 
match•" 
Noah said: "I lost, I 
played well, but I lost. The 
double fault at 6-4 was the 
key." 
Earlier, Soanlon fell to 
compatriot Peter Fleming, 
6.4, 6-4. 
He was followed by 
Sundstrom, who was a 
victim of a 6-3, 6-1 barrage 
by Wojtek Fihak of Poland. 
I II I 




California Angeli nlgn Iofiolder 
Rob PlccloIc. 
'Cleveland Indiana nema Bobby 
Bonds nl hitting Instructor; sign 
shortstop Mike Pllchlln end third 
basemen Brook JacobY. 
New York Yankees esfld Fitter Buy 
Elot0fl to Cicvolend for pitcher Rick 
Browne to complito an earlier trade. 
Oakland A'e choose Pffdm~ Tim 
Belcher se compqmaoflon for pitcher 
Tom 
Underwood, who Was gloried by 
Salllmore.Orloln. 
National Lingua 
• New York Mote 01gn FiShers Scoff 
Holman, Jeff Sittlgar, T im La i ty ,  
and Rich Pickitl,  JeSSe Orneco; 
catcher Mike Fitzgerald, f irst 
basemen~utflllder Gary Railli:h; 
outflolder L.en DYKStra end |hor lMop 
Jose Ocloendo. 




S,C Lions name .m|~tsM c08cfl 
Rich EllerlOn, 
Si|kofchewlfl Reel~riders sign 
quarterback John Bond. 
USPL - 
• New Orleane Breakers cut 
defensive end Bah Moldelt end 
quar terback  MIke  
McKey.".' 
Oaklnnd Invlnfors sign tight ancl. 
Kerry kOcklln and offlnolve tackle 
jog 
Murray; waive Ilhebocker Bill 
Benlnmln, wide receiver Jemi~l Hood 
lad .•  
fullblck Maurlco Turner. 
Plttel~rgh Maufotacut gol rd Mike 
Fields and Wells receiver Regglo 
Brown. 
TnmN • Bay EenEits  ' trgd4 
CNnrforl~lck Nafll|nlel KeelKe to 
De, vat 
~M In e~h~ for o d r i f t  ChOice. 
HOCKEY 
NHL 
New Jersey I~vlle ilMgfl fOUlard 
Kevln/5%x~11 to Maine N~WlNH1L of 
Ihe Amorlcen Hackey Lo lgu i .  
• i 
Cap#ta/,s ' mp#ete team, L'm L :cO w/nning,: 
" Coach..' BOb" Johnson ". B lac0Ha~L; ' .  ~ 4 l'~i~'~t;=" , . • fo r  ,";~-eu, 'Caps.'* i " ~ r : r~ ' f i l6 'B"~' t '  r " " :~" i' " * ' ' i  
says his Calgary  F lames  Washingtorr '<~]umped 'Christian's econd assist 
of the game. : were beaten &l Wed- 
nesday night by a com- 
plete team - -  Washington 
Capltals. - 
"Their defence is solid, 
their goalie is hot right 
now. and their forwards 
work - -what  else is 
' there?" Johnson asked 
af!er Washiugton,s sixth 
.' consecutive National 
~ H~key League victo/.y. 
i.-~,i, 'The good thing about 
~, this team is that we have.  
r~ balance," sald 
• Washington coach Bryan 
:Murray.."We play four 
lines, andwe get goals 
from every l ine."  
~. In other gam~ it was 
,Buffalo. Sabres 6 Pilt- 
:.sburgh Penguins 5 in 
overtime, Toronto Maple 
• Leafs 6 .Boston.Brulns 4,
New "York Rangers 3 
Winnipeg Jets" 1, and Los 
:. Angeles Kings 1 Chicago. 
I I 
• ahead 2-1 in the first 
period on • power-play 
goals by Dave Christian 
and Craig Laughlin. 
SETS CLUB RECORD 
Goalie Pat Riggin made 
18 saves while recording 
his sixth . consecutive 
triumph, a club "recOrd, 
while the capitals ex- 
tended their unbeaten 
string "to 10 games and 
took over third place from" 
"idle, Philadelphia Flyers 
in the Patrick- Diet,ion. 
Glen Currie and Bob 
Carpenter sC0red during 
a 31-second span early in 
the second period and 
extended Washington's 
lead to 4-1. Carpenter 
scored'unassisted and so 
• dld-Bengt Gustafsson at 
"~e 7:59 mark, after in- 
tercepting a clearing pass 
from Hakan Lash. 
M!ke'Gartner scored at 
13:27 of the final period 
Lanny • McDonald 
scored the only gobl for 
Calgary at 11:21 ,of the 
f i r s t  period. The F lames,  
who had lost only Once in 
11 previous games, were 
the last team te.bqat the 
Capitals,  on Jan, 15. 
Sabres 6. Penguins 5 ' (O  T )  
Dave Andreychuk 
scored 31' seconds : into 
overtime aa . . . .  Buffalo' 
•/ended its three-game 
• losing streak. GHbert 
-Terrenult and -Soan 
• McKenna both scored 
• twice while Mike Foiigno 
• added the-other goal for 
the Sabres. Mike Bullard 
• also got .two goals .while 
Kevin McCarthy, Doug 
Shedden and Grog 
H0tham added singles for 
the Penguins,: who have 
lost three straight and 15 
• of their last 17 games. 
Right. winger,  Rick, 
Valve scored his 41st aod, 
42rid goals for Toronto as: 
the Leafs moved into a 
fourth-place tie in the 
Norris Division with 
Detroit Red Wings. Both: 
teams have 15-31-6 won-': 
loss-tied records. ' Bill 
Derlugo, Mireslav 
Frycer, Dan Daoust and 
Jim Beuning rounded out 
the Leafs' .scoring. Barry 
Pedersen, Nevin Mark- 
wart,. Mike lKt~sheinyski i 
and Dave Silk'scored for. 
BOston. 
Rangers 3. Jets 1 
Two goals 5y centre: 
Mark Pavellch and: 
standout he}minding by  ~ 
rookie Ran scot~ moved 
the ,P ,~mgen into a first- 
place .tie with idle qVew, 
,York islanders" in the" 
Patrlek DLvlsion, both 
with 70 pointS. The set- 
back saaPlX'd the Jets' 11--' 
game 'home unbeaten.. 
streak. 
, ( 
Strong winds postpone downhill 
Olympic men's downhill ski 
race was postponed today 
until, Friday because of 
strong winds and fog, Game 
o~ieials announced. 
~-The race jury announced 
the decision 1% hours 
before the event was 
scheduled to start at 5 a.m. 
EST. 
The postponement 
r .  
' SARAJEVO (CP)  - - '  The followed a week 'o f  errat ic  a gold.medal, " * 
weather on. Mount 
Bjelasni(:a which has 
disrupted training for the 
showpiece of the Games. 
Before the race was 
postponed,, the course was 
thought o be too'easy for 
Steve Podborski of Toronto 
and "]'odd Brooker of Paris, 
Ont., to have a good shot at 
Instead, Amer ican Bill 
Johnson, known as a glider, 
was considered the favorite 
although he has won only 
one World Coprace. 
Podbor~ki, the 1982 World 
Cup downhill winner, was a 
bronze medal,}st in the 1980 
LakePlacid Olympics. He 
won the toughest World Cup 
downhill of this season on a 
hazardous ~lcy 
Garmisch-Par tenkirchen .. 
' . . . . . .  < . . . .  ~ . . . . . . .  n , r=m, , ,  nur=oay, reuruary  
Ladies Valentines b0nspiei 
. . '. . 
The Opening draw i s  set 
for the-lAdies" Valentines 
Beusplel to be held this. 
weekend at the Terrace 
curling dub. 48 teams are 
entered including rinks 
from Rupert, K i twanga,  
Hazelton, Stewart, 
Valemont, Smithers, and 
Terrace. 
The first draw is set for 7 
p.m. Friday night. Op~eulng 
ceremonies will follow this 
draw at approximately 9
p.m. Action wraps up late 
Sunday afternoon with 
awards presentations. 
Medal favorites USSR 
defeat Italians 
SARAJEVO, Yugoslavia 
(AP) --Mikhail Vasiiev and 
Nikolai Drozdeiski scored 
29 secdnds apart early in the 
first period today to send 
the Soviet Union, the gold 
medal favorites, on its way 
to a 5-1 victory over Italy in 
Olympic hockey com- 
petition. • . 
Va~Hev converted a short 
wrist shot on a perfect pass 
from the left wing by Soviet 
Captain'Vyacheslav Fetisev 
at 3:i0~ On the next Soviet 
rush, Drozdetski - -  who 
scored two goals in the 
Soviets' 12-I rout of Poland 
on Tuesday --  got his first Vladlmir Myshldn Stopped 
goal of the game. several more close-in 
Sorgei Maknrov and . chances by the Italians and 
Zinetula Bilyaletdinov Drozdetski slipped the puck 
connected for power-play 
goals later in the first period 
for:a 4-0 Soviet bulge. The 
go ld -meda l  " favorites 
coasted the rest of the way. 
• The Itallans,'who lost 9-3 
to Sweden in their opener, 
played an aggressive 
second period and held their 
own for most of the session 
- against the speedier 
Soviets. David Tomassoni 
got their goal on a 25-foot 
shot•from the slot at 5:59. 
But Soviet goultendsr 
track'at Canada dumps Austria " 
Johnson, Peter Muelter of 
SwitzeHand and Breaker 
held the top three starting 
positions. Gary Afhuns of 
Kelowna, B.C., and Pod- 
borski will start ninth and 
'llth, respectively. Muller 
was the 1980 World Cup 
downhill champion• 
McTavish charged with homicide 
BOSTON (AP)  - -  For .  w~:~n Burke,  Essex alr.e.ady been charged with theNat iondH.ockeYLeague 
Ward Craig MacTavish of Count,, district attornev . draying under the influence left wnnger wall be able to 
, • , .  g J ,  • ' ~ 
Boston Brmns has been lodoed the char=e a felon,, of alcohol and div ing to endanger, does not have to 
ctiarged with vehicular with= a mandatory° 'one-year dis}net . . . .  " court unt)l his surrender to. authorities el; 
homicide in connection with jail sentence, against arraignment March 7 i appear in Peabody (Mass.) 
a ear crash that claimed the ~laeTavish this morning Karen McLaughlin, a continue playing if he 
l~,e" of a 26-year.old Maine MacTavish, who has spokesman for Burke, said wants.. ' 
L ~ "~"  ~ ~ " ' " ' , • MacTavlsh was driving 
~'-~:'* _ __ _ ~ , . _ on a highway near Pei~body" 
Gretz kv_, ; Kurn  hope* :  to ,__ol av soon; Onto,haveJan 25 when he iSrear.ended allegeda car 
' ' ' ~ 1"^~' - - '^ ' '~:••"  ' the " ' '~  " driven by Klm Radiey :• 
MOGNTreTz ~ ~CsP)b~.~ o f~ ' in~ rlgon Gretzky said his absence Radiey'sear the high: 
s ta tus  
left 
_W,.:{..: . . . .  z xy . . . . . . .  t-" "I canJ't ;Y;' e "~-~'•'- " *~- has  created" one benefit for way, hit t *o  ears  in  a 
• " ~ . . . . . . .  " "  said . . . . . . . . . . . . .  coach Glen Sather It gwes park, ng Sol and fl~pped on mls wec~ nu[ ms mmo nus weunesuay, uu[ n[ s " • • . 
" . . . . . .  " . . . . .  ' not . . . . . . .  Glen a chance to use' other i ts s(de. She died a week 
been 4,~o mmmetres away. ~omermg me moo • ' • la " • ' 
~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  guys  m certain situst2ons, te r  without regaining ~retzxy aria flOnDlen tmngn i comun [ gO last p_ ,  "11. _~._ ,,. ._ ,,., . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . .  
'C  . . . .  . - -~ l t  l l U ~ i l l  I 11t~I lLz  ~LT ,~tVU i U I I I ~ I U U D I I I D .  
N#tiosal  Hockey League week. I t  hurt  to handie the . . . .  • . .  . . . . . . . .  ; . . . . .  
. .; it . . . .  ; o. , / - . . - l .  1__....__l_ ,, . ' rltm[er), • hevm react  avian, a z~-year-ola 
SIfleKICK dar l  l tu r r l  nave puck  la~t ,W~K. .  M- -~r~- - . , - -~  ,i • n~6i .~ ^ l  v ' , , _ , l . _  ,.~_, 
• ' - ," , , • tv  , Gretzk,, has ~ . , .~ , .= .u .u ,  . = . .~  u .  x,u.uu. ,  u rn ,  vcen saa.ms a. , ,es.  a .~en . ' • , . . Coach Bob McCammon of pleaded not guilty, to Edmonton Mall, but would following the Oders on radio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
_ _ . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , rnuaae)pn ia  ~ lyers  agrees charges at a Jan. 25 ramer oe wnm tnelr or [elevislon DU[ sa lO  I [  S l ,  - .  t . _  I . . _ .  =__  ~..,__ _ .  - " - - -  , -  - 
• • . . Muy,m.uv,,g mm uui is arrangnmen~. 
Edmonton Offers team- tough mttmg at home . . . .  _. _ . . . . . .  . . . 
' . . . . . . .  "It' L " th . a Diessnng in ansgmse u conv)ctea o~ motor 
mates m Lmunae~pma. s amy e secona - ' " " - "" ~;ehi 1 . . . .  "" L ' ' i  - -  "'  . . . . . .  in" ., . . . .  ~;veryDoay has wonaerea c e nomlcloe, ~ac-  • ~ayDe~uoemuosu)n  ju ry  ~ve ever nau. ~ 
-~  " " - " " '  "- mis e ' "  "i " how the Oilers would play tavish 'must serve at least 
~aturoay, ure~zsy sala, s a tour or  t ve games  nn . . . . . . . .  .. . . 
,,_ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .. ,.~ • . . . . . . .  w]mom wayne t'ersonauy, one  year  in a smm prison J an  leels pre~y gooa, too, JtLqlor ~ won a snomuer . . . . . . . .  , " . . . . . . . .  , .  _ • 
• . . ,, , " ,, ~ " i minK mey ve got a great .e  coma De semenceo t  as 
and boils, to play .%unaa~. injury, supporting cas i"  ma,y as I0 years 
Th l l ,~  V i I~S 'O I I¢ ly l~ ~l t l~ i  l l l .~ J i l  ' ' " , ' ' 
games scheduled against • . . . ' ' 
" an " ' e • I the Bruins on Saturday d . . . .  
~e Whalers in Hartford an .Terry Fox umage.unsp,res skater 
Sunday . .  ' . . . "  ' ,. ' . 
The Offers have won one ." . . . . . .  OTTAWA (CP) - -  With kilmetres in four hours, took lucky to walk again after 
of the mree games uretz~y 
• ,  . . . . the image of Terry Fox 4% for the second ,I00, having both his legs and his 
has  mlssL~!  Decause  Ol  a . . . . . . .  attempting to run 'across slowed to 8% hours for the ribs crushed in a car el'ash. 
sprameu rnght snomaer ,, , 
• ' . ' Canada' firmly in mind, third l00and picksd up to go ' I ts  . to  " give en- 
Kurri, hampered by ~wo . . . . Hans Homma skated into 106kilometresin the last 6% couragement for the young 
groin pulls, n.a.s played !4 history Wednesday, ho~s .  .people,'! he said of his feat, 
minutes in  me last t¢ , . covering 406 kilometres in a " It was then I thought Of • which wail'be ntered in the 
games., . . 24-heur test of endurance, quitting," he said through Guinness Book of World 
The two are first anu ,, ,, . • The 36-year-old farmer teeth chattering from cold Records. People always 
d~ond m the NHL scoring . . . .  ........ ' from the southern region of and- exhaustion. But the say I can t, "I ca~ t and I 
race. the Netherlands started.at 6 image of'Fox trying to cross was determined to say 'I 
the country alone in 1981 
with one artificial eg in aid 
of cancer research spurred 
him on. 
Fox later died of cancer. 
A bronze statue of him 
stands near the canal where 
Homma was skating. ' " 
• ' Homma, known,  in the  
N.etherlands as an In- 
ternat ional  ' skating, and 
skiing competitor, was :told 
I0 years ago he would be' 
SARAJEVO (CP)  - -  Kirk after 40 minutes of play. 
Muller of Kingston, ant•, Eddy Lebler scored the 
scored two goals and lone Austrian goal. .20 
Canada defeated Austria 8.1 seconds into the third 
in Olympic hockeyaction period, but goals by Dante 
Thursday. Gagner of Chatham, Ont., 
Dave Donnelly of and Craig Redmond of 
Edmonton gave the Langley, B.C., put the game 
Canadians the lead three out of reach, 
past goalie Marco Capone of' 
Italy with , the Soviets 
shorthanded at 19:47. 
After that,  the Soviets 
could not solve Capone, who 
was spectacular'in a losing 
effort. Capone replaced 
regular goalie Jim Corsi,-a 
aative of Montreal who was 
:llsqualified prior to ' the  
.'~amea for having played in 
he National Hockey 
~engue. 
• FR IDAY/ t l~  p.m. ; 
Robin}ha (Terrace) va J .  PhllllliSOn 
(PR} 
J. Mclean (PR) vs J. Austin 
(Terrace) 
P..Pafterson (Terrace) vs V. Srlker 
($mlthers) • 
B. Ophelm (Kltimat) vs I. Lang 
(Terra:e) 
¢. Wright (Terrace) vs D. LeFram:e 
(Terrace) 
K. Perkor (Terrace) vs J. Hough 
(Kltlmat) 
FRIDAY 91~ p.m. ,. 
F. Elliot (PR)v~ G. Myers (TerraCe) 
A. Levnqtm (Terrace) vs D. ,Meek 
(Kltwenp) 
C. Carson (Valemount vs A. Goodall 
• (Terrace) 
D. Judaenlla (Terrace) vs.•P.  
Oer@eroo (KIIwange) ' : 
I. Gernaau (Terrace) vs v .  Porter 
. (Terrace) 
• M. Thompson *(Terrace) -vs 
VenAmelsfort (Hazel}on) 
FIR DAY 1l:4Sp.m. 
N. J~cqt~s (Terrace vs  S. Str;nd 
(PR) 
S. Swift (Smlthers) vs M. Camml(~ge 
(Terrace) 
E. Hyde (Terrace) vs N. Wlllon 
, (Kliwenge) 
D. BoOth (Terrace) ~n M. W~;  
(Hozaltofl) 
G. 'Johnson (PR) vs B. , I.~tz 
(Ter race)  
K. Kutenlcs (Terrace) va H. Halclane 
(Kltwenga 
Satul'giy 2|00 a .m.  '~ 
Y. Ball (PR) vs M. BeckieY 
(Terrace) 
O. Andersofl (Terrace) v l  S. Spiuk 
(H~eitofl) - 
L .  Redford (Terrace) vs ~D. 
McDermoH (Smithers} 
M. Skead (Terrace) ys J. E l se .  
(KINvenga) 
J. Oegemess (Terrace) vs M. Hurl4011 
'(St~,vert) 
L. APolmr (Terrace) vs G. Lowry 
(Hezalton} 
Valentines Day Special 
L ,  
minutes into the game and The win gave Canada ~ 2-0 ~ ~.~.  ~ i ,B ' _  Nk~l  
Muller made it 2-0at 11:54. record and at least a share e ~ • 
Four goals in the second of first place in its groupl f ,  ~*~"  T ~ 1 1  
period --  Muller a t  0:13, pending the outcome of the I _ _ _  •• ' _  _ _ n 
Bruce Driver of Toronto at Czechoslovakia-United ~ Mlw Yor~ .~|A~k I -  
3:58, Dave Tipper of Prince States match later in the ~. n~w svg  n v~v**n  ' • 
Albert, SOsk., and Carey day. ~ O ~']  
Wilson of Winnipeg at 14:47 Canada next plays qk ~ i 
- -  put Canada ahead 6-0 Finland on Saturday. ~ .  e e , - -  ,m ' i ! 
. L0mer nann / ! 
, Correchonll • i 
The Terrace Minor basehall meeting i~ to bo held Sunday ~ |pm-11pn j "  : ! 
Feb. 12, .not Thursday as previously advertised The . ~ ~ • : 
meefivg, is to be held in the A~ts ro0~ at the rear of the ~ ~ . ~  , . '~ .~,  ... " i 
~brm'y~.at 7.30p•m• .~Weapologize for any inconvenience t'=nn ~,~. , .~=,.o:4/n'n= ...... '. . . . . . . . .  
this:may have caused. For  further information on the ' " . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~u~ oe~e ' 
,mecting.eag Earl Pedden at 635-5940. . . . 3208 Ka lum St . ,  Ter race  Ng- , lo ig  .~ 
• , . r " . . ' • " , 
!thl AnnHI* , i 
Terrace Commercml League 
HOCKEY TOURNAMENT 
February 10, 11 & 12 " 
8 Team Round Robin 
• ' l i n t  ~ ' • " . • . Action beg: Fri. at  7 p.m. 
and continues':" all day 
Saturday & Sunday 
at the Terrace AreH. , 
Final game 3:30 p.m. Sun., 
for the 
DALLY HERALD TROPHY 
i , ADMN~I ION, ,  I 
$1°°/Game -- Weekend Pass ,,,,.m., qon 
, Final Game *3.00 each I 
I nd iv idua l  Awards  fo r .  
* HIGH SCORER * MVP 
Dmated by KHlmat Valley Concrete Doulled by West Point Rentals 
* BEST DEFENSEMAN * BEST GOALIE 
Donated by' SKO Auto S•tvl~le - Dn~ted by M(~tlghtw Cudom 
,MOST SPOIff$MANLIKE TEAM 
! Omlded by All Seeso~ Sporting Goads 
ASkJo USkJo 
T m  Oske~ All $hws ' ~ aN Sims 
v. , . . ' c~ J , ,~  ~ ~,.. 
1 
Nmdt~a AN J im ~, ~.. i~4aee lo i re} k .  8 
• L '  ,u . . . , .  
You Cou/d W/n • Tr/p to Sea 
#be Vancouver Canu©k= vs Ca/pry F/ames 
SundaY, March '25 at the 
Pnc/tic Coliseum in • Vancouver 
elm, ~ fw ~ r.~smq hx~ W~ 
aS Tkk~ to Cemlu / Ibmo ~me 
• 3 ~b~ S ~ et i Seub ~ 
c e ~ v e m b / ~  ndy m,dd. 
Gretzky still doesn't have 
I I 
can, I can /  " 
To prepare  for  this 
challenge he trainC~d five 
hours a day every day for I0 
months• , . 
Trainer' Ben 
• Scheperkamp said "We 
wanted to do 6~ kilometres, 
but it was too cold and the 
ice was not good," adding 
• that no one had,even done 




p.m. Tuesday and stopped 
at 6 p•m• Wednesday after 
seemingly endless circuits 
of a 10-kiiometre route on 
Dew's Lake and the Rideau 
Canal, which bisects the 
city, 
• The worst period came at. 
about 3 a.m. Wednesday, he 
said, with the temperature 
about --21 C and half his 
time still ahead of him• . 
He •covered the first 100 
• Wales Confermlce 
Patrick Division 
WL F A P 
Islanders 34 20 2 26 )98 70 
Rangers 32 18 6225 209 70 
Wash 31 2t 4 214 172 65 
Phlla 2B 16 9 232 189 65 
Pltts I I  38 5 171 243 27 
New Jersey I1 39 5 14~ 229 27 
, ' Adams Division 
Buffalo 34 16 6 221 101 74 
BoSton 3$17 3 244 177 73 
Quebec 29 20 6 251 195 64 
Montr ie l  26 25 5 211 202 67 
Hartford 10 28 g 100 225"44 
Campbe l l  Canferlmca 
Norris Division 
smnn ' . 19 21 ,~ ~la 2~062 
St. Louls 22 29 S 204 226 49 
Chicago 21 30 6 195 216 40 
Detroit 18 31 6 215 241 42 
Lio! s add new assistant coach 
, , *  , • 
VANCOUVER " (CP)  " - -  , with the defeusive line and fo rmer  co.ord inalor  Steve 
Brit ish •Ce lumbia '  t.i0ns 
l ineha©kers under defensive Buratto  l~ .ame head coach 
have added assistsdt'~odch co-ordinator Greg of Calgary Stampeders 
Rich Eilerson to.the team's . . . . .  
staff for the 19134 seanon,'~e Newhouse, . . . .  following the 1983 season. 
Canadian • Fo0tSali "League Newhouse became the lop • Ellerson was in charge of 
clubannmmced Wednesday. defensive coach on Don linebackers the last  three 
• years at the University of 
Toronto tO Zt 6 ,9  V4 ,  • Ellerson; ~,$0, Wlll ~Wo'rk Matthews' staff when -: Hawall, where he graduated 
Smytha D iv i s ion ' / ,  , : ' ' ~'~ 
.... :" "~ . . . .  '~ " A [  A'rl with a major in educational 
Kelsey. hurts , p.eholugy 
vancouver 203t 6216-=46 , , ~ ( ; .i He also coached at 
KELOWNA)B.C i (CP) -  Atnle~e~ m ~,. .of i ,  a Ariz0na the 
• Edmonton 39 I t  s 316 3114 S3 
Calgary  22 21 11 20t 220,:5S 
Wlnnlpeg 20 25 9 236 260 49 
LOS Ang 11 27 11 223 252 4$ 
. / '  
National Hockey League'acor. 
Inn leaders  after games 
Wgdnetdey dight: 
• A P 
Oratsl(y~ Edm 51 92 153 
Kurrl ,  Sdm 39 46 I,~ 
B0~ly, NYI 38 4,$ 83 
P. Stastny, Qua 29 54 03 
Gouiet, Qua 42 39 |1 
Trottlar, NY I .  '2S 51 71' 
Coffay, Edm 26 51 7; 
Federk0, StL 29 46' 75 
Pedersofl, Boa 23 52 7~t 
Severd, .Chl 29' 43 72 
Western, 
Howard v Ke l ly  sFor, ed 27 touring club based in Universlty of .Idaho and 
points to lea d'the Canadian' • Abbotoford, B.C•, Wasled by California, . State 
men!,basketball team to ,an Andre Griffin with 21 points l~ullerton, 
85-84 victory over Athletes and Derrick Polk with 20: Matthewa still needs one 
in Action v;~.~lnesday night The next stop in the morenew coach to complete 
in this Okunugan city. teams' four-Pme tour is his staff. Offensive line 
tonight in  Kamloops, B.C. coanh'JerryBraner went to 
Team Canada has a 2-0 Hamilton. Tiger-Cats this 
edge oy~, Athletes in Action winter after two years with 
in the series, the Lions. 
at 
Jay Trlano scored 20 
points for the winnerq, who 
DrP i~  
led 5~35 aL half-time; ~ 
- -Weekend Draw m 
FR IDAY 
?p.m. T~'race B vs Klflmat All Stars 
9p.m. Teffac• Omlr.ac• All Stars vs Klflms! Jr. B 
It p.m, Hozelton All St•r, vs Terr•c• Chrysl•r Juveniles 
SATURDAY 
re~. Prince Rul)ert Jr. vs Smlthers Jr. • 
• 9ii,m. Hal i te  vs. KIUmM Jr. 
I I axn. Terrace amines All Stars v, Chrrsler Juvenffes 
.1 p.m. Kltlrpat All Stars vl  Smllhers Jr. 
3p.m. Prlnc~ Rupet Jr. vs Terrace B 
5p.m. Kitlma! Jr. vs Chryller Juvenlln 
/p.m. Terrace Ominac8 All Stars vl Hazelfon All Stars 
9p.m. Kltlmat All Stars vs Pr. Rupert Jr. 
It p,m. SmHt~l Jr|. vs Terra(:~ B 
8UNDAY- -PLAYOFFS 
is.m, Ist PIKe 8 vs 2fld Place A 
10o.111. ItS Placs A vs 2ha Place B 
lpJ~. LO~H'I:000smevs Loser 10:60Ore'me 
l IN  p.m. Wi le r  | lO00aee 
VS Wi*er Is=e0 p. i•  0me 
I 
F~INIL 11111 HernM, Thursday, February 9, 1984 
HAGAR the HORRIfKE., .,../,, ,2 ~. . :~.~ ~ ~, ~C.~:; , 
i: AN IMAL • CRACKERS • 
bg Roger OoHen 
!i~ , . I I~ "rHl~ I HE; PAV$ ME THI~ .. THERE ~ ~I'U6T ~: '~  
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FOR FRIDAY, 
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A.R]I]~ • 
(~v~.~.~to~,pr.~9) :~. 
It's not the. time-to sign ,. 
business papers. An acquain-.. 
tones makes asly, innuendo. 
Group activities are favobed 
aftei'dark, i , • 
T~m~m U,_:~ . 
(Apr, 29toMay29).. ~.  
Schedule ,: iml~ortant 
meetings With husinesa 
~" clients. Younced robe shrewd: 
in mo~ey dealings. A partner 
seems ~ealous. 
_ teaUon Of questionable 
ethics arises on the. Job. A 
, ~.end, though, gives you good 
anv~ce;, Make plans for the 
weekend.' 
CANCER 
- (June~.ltoJuly22) @lr~l"  
. Undercurrents affect your 
~ tie picture. You need to 
rlng things out into the open. 
Discussions lead to darifica. 
t/on. 
~23toA~.~ ~~.  
- Sometenslon exists hat~ 
a friend and a family member. 
~ finds you in demand 
Express.your opt. .- 
IdOl. 
(Aug, 23 toSept. ~ . )WI )~ 
,'~meo~ I es to twist your" ' 
words. ,Your good Judgment 
]ea~ to |~  gains. You're able 
' accen~bsb mush teday, to~ 
LIBRA 
(sept.29tooct. ss) .n . J~  
Stay clear of illegal propes/. 
tians. 'Shoppers hould be 
.wary of so-called hargains. An 
understanding s reached with 
a loved one. 
SCORPIO n~e~,  
(Oct. 23 toNer. 21) 
CROSSWORD 
by Eugene Sheffer 
Singletons DOWN 
1 Holy one 43 Author Levin 1 Quick thecards 
$ Turkish 44 Vowlo~ale 2 Relax! again 
.prince ~ Whale: 3"--aboy!" 
11 Cookiein- prefix - 4 Aerie 13 Takes It 
gredient 47 Desert sight 5 Character- easy 
49 Dwell istie 18 Prof's ai~ 
51 Improved 6 Rubs 
• 53 Pancakes- 7 Bearing 
to-be 8 Catchall abbr. 25 Border 
Loses hair 9 Forever, 
chamber $4 More crafty poetically 29 Clouseau 
HI Legal matter Avg. k01utlon thin: 24 rain. 
IC A T E RI~IAIRIGIOIBI (in Jeopa~ 
IAIDIOIRIEIAINII I IICIEI 32Ordered 
ITIOIPI I ICITIOIPIHIAITISI set 
~IN~AIv ESISIOINIEISi 33 Homestea 
IDIEINiPIEIRINIUITITIYJ 3~ Mov~eE 
IA IM IO IS IR IY IA IN IS I  
IMIUITITIOINISIEIEITIHIEI 36Goad " 
I-.[-.I-.AiOE PTIDE)IOi~'i ~7~'operty 
MIA R I IE IL IE IS IP IE IAI  transferez 
I T E IR IH IA IR IA IS IS~ 38Chem/cal 
ITIOIPIblPll INI~IEIAIUITI Compoun~ 
~ ~  41 Wiresnag 
44 Old 
7-23 45 Authentic 
• Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 48 Consume(] 
50 Piggery 
3 4 5' ~6 7 8 
I1 ~12 13 
,4 N 
24. i zs m~l  27 
31 = = 134 E35  36 37 38 
47 . • 48 ~49 50 
51 i~  r-o. 
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~) l~, .~-~l (~ ~H{CH : - - "~ - - :  : ~ C~LL/11 yourself now and will resent ' - .... 
I ,  _ _  ~/~'~.YC0 L~c~ pOE'- • ~ ~ '1  any ppjing. SWI, by now, you 
A~.~' .  " / (~  CHA~.  ~ \ V - -  I tie.Should be able to trust a close 
, (Nov.~. to Dec. 211 
need a beart-to-beart talk with 
a romantic Interest to clear up 
r , any possible 




B1 LBJ's home 
23 Okra dish 
37 Sine -- non 
portrayer 
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C~TO~UW 7-23 
BKTLT WT,CVYJTL FEYB-LTSYJMW SYE-  
HTF MLT FVYLTP- -HE VKT FWQFK CQEP. '~ 
__Y_~rday's Cryptequlp: THE TALEntED.COOK TURNED 
misunderstandings. MU~IC~LN ~ THE ]KE~ DRUM. 
= _  
the WIZARD of ID 
• ,,.,~,,~/ ......... -,... -- 7- (Dee.~toJan.Z9)",d~11" 'llmCryptoqulptsaslmplesubsUtuti'onelph~/nwldeheseh i 
e you ~,  avoid ~t , ,~.  ~ ,~_~j~ ~or ~.,.o==. e. you ~ ~t  X ~ O, It 
~ tions, work proves re~.  - - .  =iua~ u mrougnom e puree. Single letters, short Words; 
the  AMAZING P!DERMAN ' b9 Stan Lee  t~'t let others was~.your' :TaKethephone off the hook..., ~ and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
w~err~ w~m,  ' ~i~ '.~ ....... :~::.i".~i~ "H~ Oi '~, '~.~ .......... . . vowels. Solution Is aceomplL~ed by trial and error. ' 
h~3" ~1 Y~U'V~ N~V~ ~..L..i.~....'~:/:~ ~ ,17N , BLU~,ay£~I ~'~::~ t~ / " " 
AQUARIUS .~ '~ " 
. ~ e ~ e ~ - - ~ ~ : ~ r  . .~ l~ ~,~:] ~ "  ~/11 .~ , ~ J ~  ~,~.Z 'LL  K ILL / l~Lp I  (Jan.~0toFeb,18) ~ '~ 
~ ~ L l l ~  ~ ~ ' ~  ~o ~ .  " ............. " ~ 'Businessandromance looks promising.pleasure To-d°" • ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  not mix" fav rably, but j . , ' "::::i:i:~:i:!:~:~:!:~:~::... .::~E~:~:~.'.": ~" ~i ....... "~ ::~ ~ . . . . . , : - _ . __  
~ 1 :  ~I/M//IIl~--~--~ilJ. ! ~.~" - l l / l l  d ~.~ II~e~;(¢;~ (lay, intoHectual attraction is I'11=~ I ML;L I IP I  ~ 
~i " ' ::~lii what you find appealing. 
(Feb. 19 tolVlar. ~0) ~'~ ~.  
r~vate family chats dear 
~:~;i:'i~i:::::: ! ::i~i~ up many unresolved issues. ~ '----- ' 
;~-~:.~:.:~!i~::::~.;i ,: ~ It's not the best time for out- 
privacy you cherish. , . 
YOU BORN TODAY have 
an Independent outlook and 
can be known for your in- . ~ ,~ For Befler or  For se " : by Lynn,  - ,uj='o'-ns :'~ i n ,  table way of doing thi~," Wor You're ~ton dra~ to a L~ 
- .~t~ or spe~'g ~=eer. At 
I e~LV. ~ voo F,N~epl , . • 
I CRNT-RLL I~ ~u~=l ~ i~l,~ ISN'T'SHRI~N~ I ..o,. = ~rantof a. a=Ue=e, I IH~. . .~~ yET I you'd do well In ,  show 
r( /~ . " ~  ' ' - -  - I people and would make an ex. 
~' ' " I cellent salesman. Inclined" to 
~ . ~ ~  I ~ ~ 4 ~ ! ] ' ~  ~ ~ ~ beththaarLsandseinnces, you 
can succ~l In both . ,  r ~ ~ I -~  I ~  . ~ ~- l~ l  ~.~ 
::  . ~N/NOW Z ~ I::EEDIN~ THE PLANT~," 
T 
Ua~,  ,~ ,~,  , ,,... 1 I 
~ '"'" ' ' "  " ' '~"  ' ~; ' , "  .... rd/ge:l' ~ .... / 
by Brant Parker  alnd Johnn 9 Hart 
~i", ;" by Johnny Ha~. 
! readthe letter from 
the chauffeur who was 
not pernfltted to use the 
facilities In three dWer-' 
ent gas stations alo_ng the 
wa~' and when he finally 
relieved himself behind 
the f om'Qt_ he was arrest. 
ed for Indecent exposure; 
d Tbere is a simple solu- 
on to his problem. I was 
surpr ised you didn't 
mum of It. ., 
.. Our lanflly has been 
raking cross.country 
auto trips for yearn we 
worm. never dream 'of 
Stopping at n gas station 
to ~k l f  we might use 
the restroom for ~ree. It 
costs money to medntoin 
,the plumMng, supply 
soap and towels, toilet 
tisme and so on. It Is a 
nu/sance to the owner 
but the faelHUes are 
maintoined n~ a service 
'to the cmtomers. 
The solu'tion le to buy 
something - -  a few p l -  
m~ of POtato cldps, some 
shewing gum or minis, a 
couple candy bars. The 
.atlJtude of the attendant' 
Is vastly different i f  you 
are a customer rather 
than a freeloader. - -  
Austin 
' Sounds reasonable to 
me. Thanks for bringing 
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"You ' l l  be p leased to  know,  madar  
,,,.. . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~e just  landed sa fe lyat the  
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As:a'i~esult of poor markets in the lumber Industry, both 
mills in Terrace are stockpiling most of the wood they are 
cuffing. Along wHh.the poor, market, sawmills all over 
, , * ; , ' , '  : ,, " :F ,  
*."t 
B.C. are looking at havingto stockpile the chips they make 
as a r_esult of the pulp and paperlndustrles lockout. 
Pc rn o g rap h y offer ed   like Ic,l:t eri e s 
TOR'O~ (CP)"  Pornogrephy could some Lee was the last of ti~'n~rly~-~.speaketS'to..~i!ii: ' paid~h~,esli i stead of the money going to the 
day be ~Id by the gnvemment is the same way . - address the.eommlttee,during Its~throe days of. ' stare'in the foi.m Of fines. • ' 
liquor oi" lottery tickets.are, says a University hearings.in Target0, and liis remarks eemed RETAINS MANDATE 
prostitution Wednesday. 
Lee .divided .pornography intO" erotica, or 
sexually explicit material for which he .says 
there is great public demand, and "v!olentica,". 
which he described as materials depicting 
"violent actien which no person is likely to 
consent to, given free choice." 
He was referring only to erotica i n his liquor-" 
store approach to pornography, saying 
"violenlica" should be controlled by criminal 
law and include the exploitation of children. 
The incldence of violent crime hasn't in- 
creased in Canada, Lee said, but there is a 
of Toronto sociologist. . to wake up th~ Seven m~mbers. .Earlier Wednesd~iy, Vancouver lawyer Pa~l 
".While the notion may seem far-fetChed now, His approach differed f~om that of many . • Fraser,/chairman ~ of the federally-appointed 
legislation to permit provinces, municipalities previous peakers Who said ~e*termobscenity. c0m~mlt~oc,.said proposed amendments to the 
and e~tica' societies to manufacture and in fl~e Criminal Code s~ould be replac~i with . . . .  
distribUtol erotied on a non-profit basis might the word pornography, which, should also be 
well become the solution to this problem at carefully defined. - • 
some time in the future," Prof. John Lee told a Under current law,crin~, horror, cruelty or 
federal ' committee on pornography and violence must he linked with sex for.the undue 
exploitation of those matters "to be considered 
obscene. "' 
Under amendments to the Criminal Code 
introdueed Tuesday by Justice Minister Mark 
MacGuigan, the definition of obscenity would 
be expanded to prohibit'tbe representation:of 
men or women in a degrading 'manner that 
tmduly exploits sex, crime , horror, cruelty or, 
violence.. •_. . - • 
Criminal C0de introduced in the Commons this 
weck have not taken away his committee's 
man~te.-":~, • 
Fraser.said Ottawa will still be able to im- 
plemen'~'ahy recommendations'the committee 
makes, adding the: mandate doesn't restrict 
meinbera'~o seeldng only solutions involving 
the law; .. • . . 
~" They may ~so r'ecommend steps the church, 
• edueational:'if*/ellities, xtended families and 
• , - . . 
" . . : .<~: .  
• .  . ' " ' , : t , -  "'  " , . 
i,:ipl  s!i:i!meetingg 
.~ Minister 
k:~(CP) --  Prime 
Trudeau said 
.. :: "- *deep," Trudeau 'told the 
i :mi~tor  Commons. "But I believe 
:i today he wtil write to U.S. ugreedtoaHouseresoluti0n we are beginning to see 
President' Reagan and on the l~ue, he,might have / signs of progress." 
Soviet President Andropov avoided.:arguments about 
as he apparently' prepares ' the "partisan" nature of his Mulroney said he is 
for .a new phase in ~e~-wotkandat the  same time concerned about  what ~he 
worldwide peace initiative :inco~ip0rated other Ideas, " said weaY"al~ront~.ic0n- 
" he begun last fall. the Conservative leader fusion" in statements by 
Trudeau,in a report o the said. : 'lYudean', th~t.*refiected on 
Commons ..on ~ his peace, Trudesu,. reporting op  
efforts, also said he intends timl~mat : he."cordial nd 
~ 5  meet the Soviet lesder 
"whenever circamstsnees 
permit" in a temporary 
renewal of travels that 
ended last Week in Eastern 
Europe. 
"My own personal con- 
tribution, though 
necessarily less intensive 
than in recent months, will 
definitely continue," 
Trudeau. said. 
He said the "trend line" of 
crisis that prompted his 
trek after the deployment ~f
U.S. missiles in Europe has 
turned..Trudeau, nominated 
' th is  week for .the Nobel 
"pP.~CC prize,euti~ned a set of 
principles that  "forni a 
common bond between East 
and West:': 
• "Therels a way .arced 
the impo'sse of recent 
months,';~ ~e prime 
,.minister, said, ad.ding that 
.: the/~ . - a re  , points .i.!of. 
agreement as well as 
disagreement between the 
two superpowers.. 
As Trudeau recounted his 
yisits to W=tern and East 
. Blee countries, he said he 
• .•reasousbW';:,dture•bf his 
pdvate"~talks with Cam-: 
munist leaders, sald•,thO 
success of his mission has 
been. mark,~d by several 
developments. 
Among them was a 
meeting of' NATO ministers. 
In .Brussels last December 
wMch Trudenu said reached. 
consensus on several peints 
he has. argued during the 
last few years, ineluding 
expression that the West 
rcxpects the Soviet Union's 
legitimate security in. 
terests. 
He also pointed to the 
preface of foreign 
ministers 'from beth NATO 
an6 Warsaw Pact countries 
at" the Stockholm disar- 
mamenent conference last 
'month, one .of Trudenu's 
ma.in stiggestions at the 
outoet of his initiative.last 
Although none st:the' five 
nuclear powers has yet 
endorsed his propesal:that 
they. meet, ,  the prime 
mlninter • promised to 
continqe pursuing the idea. 
has been encouraged during 
the talks and maintained 
that results of his work are 
~,already being seen. 
But Opposition Leader. 
~•Brian Mulroney, while 
saying.his party supports 
"Trudeau's . objectives, 
~criticized the prime 
',Misperceptions and 
mistrust on both sides run~ miscalculation." 
one hand the role of a.NATO 
member andoK tie other 
"some neutralist o~erver 
of/lnterfiati0nal affairs:" 
The Tory leader said.he is 
miWliling' to accept the 
concept of a neutral Canada _ 
and he urged that, So vlet,:~ 
intentions .. be ~iewed,~.~ "  
realistically. 
"We' in the weStern~ 
alliance are prepared to ."~ 
defend ourselves agalnst~=~: 
attempts to impose .a l len! -~i  
and odious Systemson us' .: 
through the,use of force or~,~ 
" threats of force.". • ' ~..~j 
, . .. ~ .  
Trudeau's questions~'~ 
nbodt thedeterminatton of.'~" 
NATO allies to'carry out~ 
alliance policies were 
disturbing, Mulroney asld.= 
• And the Tory leader added 
• h¢ was "astonished". when 
he learned that:the prime 
minister had agreed to: 
establish a committee' Of ! 
officials to discuss world ! 
problems with East Ger- 
many on a bilateral basls..Li 
"Such consultsflon, 
outside the alliance, i
framework, can only lead to : ~; 
conhtston and pote~tial:~ 
:others might'take in dealing with pornography: minister fQr keeping 
and "~ prostitution, he said,' ' " , Parliament uninformed 
• . Thei'c~immiitee began hearings last month in .about his goals and progresS' 
. calgarY~.•..~onto  and.Vancouve r .before..:. .during a whlrlwl~id of 
• Susan C01e, autho r of a book on pornography moving toTornnto. Hearings are scheduled foi' . meeting s wi th  ~i world,, 
to be published next f~ll, said women'should be every.provincial capital as well as Smaller '.leaders. • ~ . "" / "~, 
allowed to sue "pornographers for damages' .communites., ~. Until now, .Parliament 




Nai r .Sty l i s t  
Brenc~ would 
"l ike to Inv i te 
a l l  her  past  
patrons to 
: see her at 
public perception that It has, meaning the mass_  __  ~e ~ ld  ~ l m ~  ~ e  rev is ions  ~e a ffi ~ hear in~ in  N iagara  Fa~s  and  ~ndo~ 40~ q ~ f~m a ~ i t ie~ ~at~om ~ ~ ~ ' S d d ~ f f i ~ J ~  f~rP ~ "~'~ "'~ ~ : . ~  '~ 
media may be at fault for creating "our culture "band-aid" solution that" don't help those The committee is*to repm't by the end. of the . m0ntreat wnere me prnme :~"" " ' :*' . . . .  
- of Vlol~qlce." , . . . . . . . .  , , , . harmed by pornogsaphy. Victims should 'be ~ : year. minister elaborated his :~"":: ' "~ '~:~: :~ '  . .. . ; : . . - : , .%/ - . .  !; . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . .  . 
.. . . . . .  H~atl Shed ....... ~ - " ~ " ~  • " . . . . . . . . . . . .  • - ' "  . . . . . . . . .  reception balls, of Eastern " ~,::~'~]~-~',,~i' , .!~:~ 
Canada  10ses millions in exports Europawhet,  he f i l l ,  in • ' some blanks," Mulroney " NOW OPEN 
" . told the Common's im- FR IDAYS m .p"-m-n-m 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Canada various other federal and Canada put out about ~.2 more export financing than he said, i t  must .also be mediately following 
billion a year to promote 
experts; more than any 
other , ' cOuntry except 
possibly France, .Raynaud 
said .in ~ a telephone in- 
terview from the. University 
of Montreal.. , - 
is usually assumed," said 
Raynaud, who conducted 
the study for the economic • 
council a long w i th  
0niversity colleagues Jean, 
Marie Dufour and .Daniel 
Racette. 
loses'as much as $200 
million a year trying'to 
promote exports through 
the federal Export 
Development Corp., says a 
soon4o-be-relensed, study. 
And that dcoso't include 
provincial export support 
programs, says Andre 
Reynaud, former chairman 
of the Economic Council of 
Canada and one of the 
authors of the study. 
The most startling finding 
the money lost. through is that governments in "Canada pi'ovides, a lot The.loss in earnings from 
" • - -  "- . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  -.the.'.Export Development 
Reserve land applicable corp;alone.from1970tolgB0 was betweex~ $1 billion and 
• . $2 billio~, he said. 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- assets, applied to Indian reserve Other export promotion 
taken into account that, for 
example, EDC doesn,t pay 
dividends, which is.money 
that would beput back into 
the economy and it. doesn't 
pay taxes as private firms 
do. 
. ,The study, however, 
doesn't put a speeifie value 
on possible social benefits 
~o . arming out  o f  export 
promotion, by government. 
It does look at some possible 
Trudeau's peech. 
','We _ regret this 
disrespect for Parliament." 
MUST SUPPORT NATO .:. 
"The Tory leader 
suggested Canadian foreign 
policy should be founded on 
a consensus among the 
political parties and, in a 
reference to controversial 
statements by Trudean 
about North Atlantic Treaty 
• Organization policies, said 
Canadian security rests on 
The B.C. Court of Appeal 
has ruled that the provincial 
Family Relations Act ap- 
plies•to - land within an 
Indian reserve. 
Rose Derrickson brought 
a petition for divorce and 
for: a division of family 
assets under the act in a suit 
against her husband, 
Wiltiam Joseph Derrlckson. 
In March 1980, a county 
court Judge in Kelowna, 
silting an a local Judge of the 
Supreme Court, ruled he 
coMd not grant the wife a 
half share in the property to 
which she and her husband 
hold a certificate because it
is. in the reserve of the 
WestbankIndian band. 
The judge also agreed 
with the husband's lawyer 
that, he had no jurisdietion 
to award compensation to
the wife for a share of the 
landfl the wife was unable 
to obtain an interest in the 
reserve land to which the 
husband holds certificates 
of occupation. 
The federal Indian Act 
says reserve lands may be 
transferred to the Indian 
band or to another member 
of.t!ie b~nd, but .that no 
transfer is effective without 
the approval of the mlnister.' 
of Indian Aifalrs. Both, 
husband and wife are 
members of the bmid.~ '~ i 
In ' the appeal '~ e~t  
.Judgment written 5y l~lr. 
Justice E. E. Hlnkson and 
agreed to by Mr. Justice 
Wllllarn Craig and Mr. 
Jmtlce H.E, Hutch.eon, the 
. eonelmton of the trial judge 
was found "clearly wrong." 
The Court found that a 
, u~dion: ~of the Family 
t '~at ians  Act covers the 
i;' ' : i~ l t~e~L of  "coml~nsat io .  
i/,,~//h~ I t  Is not possible to 
~.~.~der a sale and division of 
" I f  the court is unable to lands. 
a~ard the wife an interest The appeal hearing, 
in the:Indian reserve lands because it involved the 
then the court may make an jurisdietion of  ~ederal and 
order for compensaUon for provincial laws', attracted 
the purpose of adjusting the the "intex~ention of the 
division of family a.ssets federal ~olicitor General's 
between the spouses," Deportment and provincial 
Hinkson wrote. Attorney General's. 
The appeal court referred Ministry. 
the case back to th e original The federal, represen- 
judge to "complete the tstive,..W. B. Soarth, 
disposition of the ,family generally supported the 
assets involved in this husband's case;which was 
organizations I referred to in 
the stttdy are the Wheat 
Board, the~ Canadian 
International Development 
Agency end ones operated 
by~ Quebec and Ontario. 
The .onus should be on 
governments and the 
organizations toprove that 
they are produe.ing social 
benefits.equal to- the loss 
thej~:incm-, RaYnaud said. 
out  OF ECONOMY 
Ah'y time a dollar is spent 
benefits such as job 
creation, an improved trade 
balance, export diver- 
sification, , regional 
development and others, he 
said. 
But it. concludes that 
subsidizing expoi-ts is an 
inappropriate way to create 
jobs or improve the trade 
balance. 
"In other areas we are not 
• as certain," he said. But it is 
NATO solidarity. 
:Trudeau, at a recent 
panel discussion in Swit- 
'zerland, raised questions 
about he credibility of U.S. 
commitments to respond 
with nuclesrweapous to an 
attack, by conventional 
Soviet forces in Europe. 
Mnironey, calling for an 
increase in conventional 
defence spending by 
Cannda t0'~ fulfil NATO 
commitments, said the proceeding by awarding based on th~ .Indian Act, on export promotion, doubtful, for example, that 
compensation for the while • Howard Eddy Sup-.: Raynaudsai.d, the money is • expert subsidies are needed "missing dimension" of 
purpose of adjusting the ported the :wife's claim ~ taken Out of the general to diversify exports because Trudenu's approach was a 
division of family asse~ under the" . provincial economy where it. ~/ould the private sector would do formal endorsement of his 
between the spoases," ~'-t" te have produced a return of that on its own. '--prop6sals' from the Com- 
~u u , ~ . ' ~Ou~o I0 Pe.r' cent " Lawyer Richard Sugden, Sugden said the judgm, ent ~ _ b..,4 • . , , ~ • • f .i . " 
Tne real loss on EDC who acted for thewife, said is being studied and it'.,is" : . . 
there had never been a possible either side could.', investments i  from five to 
decision on the scope of the appeal the decision to the " liper cent, which works out 
tO $i  billion, to. $~ billion Family. Relations. Act as it___Supreme Court of Canada. I~twe~n ~.1970 and. 1 1980, 
possible ' Bomb "in.lc~lculatl~g the costs, I 
i 4 • 
LAH'ORE..Pakistsn'(Reuterl- Pakistan's top nuclear COUin~ TO '; 
ixclentist said in an interview published today that his 
country now can enrich uraniam and produce its.own PRINCE , P resents  ,' 
atomic bomb if necessary. ~ F 
'~Pakistan han broken the west.erncountriss' monopelY GEORGE? ' STEAK & LOBSTER l " 
on the'enrichment of uranium," Abdu~ Qadir Khad told the i k 
Urdu.lunguuge newspaper Nawa-l-Wdqt. . . . Stay with us fro': I He said Paklstah s atomic energy pt~gram is for peaceful ' DINNER ' 
' /el . .  - -  I i 
. ,  , $ 00 ' pi~'~pos~but added':' ..If. in tba~ interest of the emmtrye . ,ht ' 1 I l i  @¢ 
;01tdarlty the president'of Pakistan ~et, e in extreme need ' , 
andgave the team of scientists an i~portant mission, it ' ' ~0~'  0~ S 
would not disqppoint the ~:at|on:" : i  - .81ngle0rdoubelo¢c,jplmcy ,4 - -  ~ • 
Khan was' tried Jest year by an Amsterdam court for 
atiempliug .to ste~l .uranium enrich'meat Secrets f rame • 
' researe.h cen~i'e !q the~ !e~erlands where he once worked. 
" Khan,'who denied the charges, Was ~nvicted in absentia 
ofattempted espionage ~d sentenced to a. four.year Jail 
term. 
i h"l~ note signatory to the International Pakistan, whc 
nuclear non-prolifera~on treaty, has. long been eager to 
obtain Its own ui, anith'n, enrichment facilities, leading to 
suspicions thd( it wantsto produce an alomic bomb. 
Under strong U~S. press.ure in 1976, France pulled out of a 
• plan to deliver a nuclear reprocesaing plant o Pakistan and 
Canada cut off supplies of nuclear ues and spare parts for 
an atomic plant it helped build id Karachi. 
" regular rata tso.o0 
any FRIDAYor SATURDAY 
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lli'i'. l Shed 
4615A Lakelse Ave. 638-8880 
• o .o . .~  
i - 
.~  o . |  
,~ ./,.~,i' ." , ~' 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " - :  . . . . . . . .  : .- :: -,~ : , , ;~ ;  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :.~,!:,'.C~:-:,.:~ . : ,  ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : , 
, JJ~llll, 111eHOflkI, Thurlday, February9, 1984 . : ~,, . "-~ " . • , ', 
: ,  . - " :":~: ~:"':': ~;':~":'.' ' .  ,; . . . . . . .  : .  . 
COPY DERDLINE FOR CLRSSIFIEDS: 11:O0 n .m. -  ONEDRY PRIOR'TO PUBLICRTION 
• '~L • i " , " • '  -. . __ • ., 
SEXUAL.ASSAULT HELP THE TERRACE Foster KSANIHOUSEIs avalleble TERRACEWOMEN,S" ; ARE yOU PREGNANT NOTiEi~' I  ' 2 BEDROOM basement. 
towomen and chlldren who RESOURCE CENTRE ! wc~rled, thlnklllg of ' an ,'.;l~ornhllt" •' Palrks ,COMPUTER CLASSES. 
have been physlcally or Drop.ln cbntre; support  . . . .  * ~ ...... . . . . .  , - .  - & sulte. Close to school and 
abortion? We at BlrtM'Ighf : ReCto'effort AdVlso~ ' - SIGN UP HOWl town. Avallable 
me~1. tally abused. If you servlce for worn'Bn;; would llke to of(er~ryou Our 'c0mml;sion Riq~uest For Immedlately. Phone 635. 
need • safe temporary In'formation; referial ; i  Klds classesS25.00 
refuge call the help line 635. lendlllg library; bookst0re,' support ! and friendship.' Membership Adultclasses 550.00 29)8. 
4043. counse l l ing ;  suppor t . .  Free cmfidentlai . . . . .  For.i more .Inf~)rmatlon (p2,10feb) - 
(ppd.apri130.84) 
LINE We offer support and 
tmdersMndlng to victims of 
xxua l  assault and 
harassment. Sexual el)users 
don'tstop vo'luntarlly, they 
need. Intervention from 
others. Call  any.time. 635. 
4042. 
(PPd, aprl130.84) 
TERRACE PRO.L IFE • 
Education Ask'n. is 
concerned with upholding 
the right to life of the 
Innocent from conception to 
natural death. Active and 
auppor t lng  members  
welcome." Phone Reberta 
635.7749 or Mark at 635.5841. 
(ppd-30iune-e4.) 
CANADIAN PARENTS for 
French (Terrace Chapter) 
Monthly meeting Is hold 
every last Wednesday of 
every month at 8:00 p.m. at 
the Kltl K'Shan staffronm. 
For more Informoflon call 
Cathy at 635-2151 or Sue at 
635.4691. 
(ppdS.2flune) 
Parents Asseclatlon meats 
the fourth Tuesday of each 
month at Northwest 
Community College. We are 
a support group for foster 
parents. If you would like to 
talk to us please call Bev 
635.3248, Jacqule 635-6727, 
Trean 635.2865. 
(ppd2.23mar&l) TERRACE HOMEMAKER 
SERVICES-- Provides 
esslstance wlth household 
WE •WANT YOU fo come 
and loin us, a family 
orientated group, with 
family and adult activities. 
We are a local support 
group;  offering friendship, 
companionship and half If 
we can to tamllles who are 
only one parent. Come :and 
loin us the One Parent 
Families Association of 
Canada. For Information 
phone Bee 635.3238 or Judy 
638.1935 Or write Box 372 
Terrace, B.C. VaG 2B5. 
(ppd2-6mar) 
GAY CONNECTION management and dally 
Sundays, 7.10pm 638.1362. living activities to aged, 
(ppd.Nov84) handicapped, 
convalescents, chronically 
IIh etc. 4619 Lakelse' 
Avenue. Phone 635-5135. 
• (ppd-38nev.83) 
INDEX 
FOOD FOR THOUGHT 
SOup Kltchen - -  We provide 
free seUp'to those In need; 
this servlco Is provlded by 
volunteers who ere 
unemployud. Donations of 
fogd and money are needad 
to maintain this service. 
4727 Park Avenue 
16a.m..4p.m. 
635.3909 
I ~*.ommonlty Services ~a services 
2 Coming Events .24 Sltualiono Wanted 
3 Notices 28 TV & Stereo 
4 informefion Wonted 29 Musicol Instruments 
S Births 30" Furniture & ApplIonces 
6 Engagements 31 Pets 
7 Marriages .32 Livestock 
I Obltuarles 3,1 For Sole MIscellaneons 
9 Card of Thanks ;IS Swap & Trade 
10 In Memorlum 311 MiSCellenenuo Wanted 
I !  Auctionl 39 Marine 
12 Oarlge Sale 40 Equipment 
13 Personal 41 Machinery 
14 "OUSinoss Persenol 43 • For Rent Mlscellanenus 
15 Pound . 44 Properly for Rent 
16. Lost 45 Room & Board 
19 Help Wonted 47 Sulfos for Rent 
For.Hir.e 48 .Homes for Rent 
CLASSIP|ID NATeS 
LOCAL ONLY 
words or lese SZSO per insertion. Over 20 
words S Cants Per word. S or more consecutive 
insertions SI.SO per insertion. 
REFUNDS 
FIrM insertion charged for whether rim or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after ad has been set. 
CONReCTiONS 
MUM be made before second insertion. 





CLA I l I F I ID  DI IPLAY 
Rites available upon request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED RATE 
32 cents per ogate line. Minimum charge S£00 
Per insertion. 
LEGAL • POLITICAL arid TRANSIENT AD. 
VJRTISINe 
37 cents per line. 
DUSINISSS PERSONALS 
15.00 Per line per month. On a minimum four 
n~nth basis. 
'COMING IV JNTS 
For Non.Profit Organisallono. Maximum 5 cloys 
Insertion prior lo event for no chorge. Must be 25 
words or less, typed, Dad submiltsd to ~ur office• 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY 
NO~l two doys prior to PUblicstion day. 
CLASSIFIEO 
11:00 o.m. an day pnevlous to dsy of publlcatlen 
M0ndly to Friday. 
ALL ¢LASSlPlI['D CASH WITH ORDER other 
DUSIN|SSES WITH AN ESTABLISHED 
ACCOUNT, 
(ppd2.30mar84) 
cher l l  of SS.S0 OI1 efJ H.S.F. chlaull ,  " 
WEDDINO DESCRIPTIONS 
NO ¢horge provided ngws submltled within ono 
month. 
kn  11119, TerrKe', I .¢ ,  Hsme Delivory 
V l~ 414 Phone 635.40~ 
49 
SO Homes for Sate 
51 Homes Wanted 
52 Properly for Sole 
53 Properly Wanted " - .  
• $4 Business ProPerly 
55 Business Opportunity 
SO Motorcycles 
57 A~omoblles 
SO Trucks & Vans 
59 Mobile Homes - 




69 , Tenders 






Card of Thanks 6.gg 
In Memorlum 
~)ver SO words, S cents each additional w~r~"  
PHONE 635.6,157 - -  Classified Advor~lSlflg 
Department. 
SUIICRIPTION RATES 
Effo~.llga October 1,111110 
Single Copy 2~= 
By Carrier ruth. 13.50 
By Carrier year 31.00 
BY Mall 3 mths.'25.so 
• By Moll. 6 rathe. 3S SO 
BY Mail .  I yr. 58.00' 
• Senior Citizen . I y'r. 30.00" 
British Commonwealth and United States of 
America I yr. 65.00 
The Herald reserveo the right to closslfy ads 
under appropriate headings and to set rates 
therefore and to determine page locoIlon. 
The Herald reserves the right to revise, edit, 
classify'or relict any edvertlsement and'to 
retain any answers directed.to the Herold Box 
Reply Service ond to repay tfla customer the sum 
Paid for,the advertisement and box rental. 
Bo)¢ replies otl "Hold" Instructions not picked UP 
within tO days of expiry of an advertisement will 
be destroyed unless mailing Instructions are 
received. Those answering Box Numbers ore 
requested not to send originals of bocuhlents to 
avoid loSs. All ¢i0imlof errors in advertisements 
must be received by the publlsher withln 30 clays 
after the:first publlceflon. 
It is agreed by the advertiler requesting spoce 
that the liability of the Herald In the event ot 
follure to. publish an e'dvorttsenlent or in tho 
event of an error opPeering In the advertlsemem 
~S publilhlKl lhell be limited to the amount peld 
by the advertiser for only one incorront insertion 
for tho Portion of lhe advorlillng N~aCn occupied 
by tl~e Incorrect or omltted Item only, and that 
t~ere shall be no lleblllty to any extant grealer 
• than thl  emount pald'for such advlrt l l ing. 
Advertisements must camp y with the British 
Columbla Human Rlghto Act whlch Pmhlblts ady 
advertlslng that discriminates agolnst any 
person because of hi l  race, religion, MX, color, 
nefionolity, ancestry" or place of origin, or 
because his ego IS helwsefl 44 and ~ years, 
onless the condition I I  juotlflad by o bona fide 
r e~qViremant for the work involved. 
 iallu Id 
TERRACE 
K IT IMAT 
Classified Mail,in Form 
Your  Ad ............................................................... 
Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . .  Address  ...~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . .  
Town . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . .  Phone 1 " :'' ' ' ~O"  Of Days . . . . . . . . .  
Classlficatlon ................................... :Send ad along with 
cheque or money order to: 
20wordsor  less~ $2perday  ' " :DA ' I LY  HERALD 
430 for  three consecutive days / ,  
$6 for four consecut ive days ~ 3010 Ka lum St. 
;7.$0 for f ive consecut ive days * Terrace, B.C 
. VSG 2M7 - 
groups. 
4542 Park Avenue; 




Monday at Mills Memorial 
Hospital, • at 8pm Phone 
Isoba1635.9359 Or Gloria 635. 
5546. 
(ppd.23mar84) 
EVERY THURSDAY at, 
7:00 p.m. In ~he Hospital 
Pysch Unit there Is a movie 




ACTION CENTRE --,We 
qre a non.government 
agency that provides advice 
and counselling to the 
unemployed. Our~ servlcos 
• are free. If you need help 
" w i th  Unemployment  
Insurance problems" or 
Human Resources glvo us a 
'call. 
,, 4721 Lazelle, 
Rm.200 







' 4907 Lazelle 
Tuesday--8:30 p:m. 
(Open Speaker) 
Sacred Hea~'t Church 
4830 Straume 
Wednesday -- 8:30 p.m. 
(Women's Closed) 
Hospital Psych Unit 
• Thursday~-8:30 p,m. ~ . 1 
(Closed) 
Hospital. Psych Unit 
Friday-- 0:30 p.m: 
(Open) 




Hospltel Psych Unlt 
Sunday-- 8:30 p.m. 
(Men's Closed) 
: Angllcan Churc~ 
Basement 
4726 Lazelle 
24 hrs.--' 636.6195 
Alanon Msetlng 
Monday 8:DO p.m. 







4603D Park Ave: 










. . . . .  Thb reglolial District of 
pregnancy Msts ayallable~ .: K ltlmat:Sflklne Is looking 
, Tllllcum Bulldlng-4721 Sulte for ~ slx ,' enthuslastlc 
.. 201 L.a~elle Ave,,'Offlce Tiloi;nl)lll resldonts to serve 
hoursMon.toFrl;fr~mBam on a Thornhlll Parks & 
to 11am Saturday 9am" to"  Recreat|m A~Iso~.  
1pro Phone 635.3907 imytime 
(i)pd.lune84) 
THE ANNUAL general 
meeting of the Terrace 
public l ibrary Will be held 
on Thursd~;)~ 16 Feb: at 7i30 
~n m e.braiy:mee.n~i'ronm. 
There will be an elentlon Of 
officers for 1984. Everyone 




club • will • be hosting 'a fun 
tournament Feb. 11 and 12., 
The're will l I~e 2 •events • 
doubles and mixed doubles. 
To register be at Thornhlll 
Jr. Sec.,set: Feb. 11 9am 
sharp. There ~,wlll be a 
banquet to •tallow Sat. 
evening. ' Everyone 
welcome. Come alone o;" 
bring a friend. (ncS-16feb) 
TOTEM " SADDLE Club 
Dance.:March 3 9pm-2am. 
Beginning Feb. 13th. 
phone ~S-3630. 
AL'S COMPUTER " 
SERVICES 
(p~-10feb) 
ONE UPSTAIRS bedioom 
suite for rent. Available 
anytime. Frldge and stove 
Included. Close to schou! 
Band:" "Shot the Moon" FILTERQUEEN 
$15.00 per:couple, m. Idnlght Sales& Servlce 
Iunch. Thornhlll Phone 
Community Hall. Tickets 635-7096 
available at: Co.op Feed 
Store. or phone 635.3474-or AL TOOVEY 
FURNACE REPAIR , 
: . . . . , :  .. (ncs-10feb) " ' ' " .1 ' " . . . . .  , , ", ~' '  --~ iS~ 
PUBLIC INFORMATION FEBRUARY ONLY 
.on Sexual A~sauIt and 120pc of f  custom• framing 
Battering will be available and aft'prints 
February 3.11 In  the (reproductions). 
Tefrace Shopping. Centre; A NoHfiern Light Studio 
book sale, free pamphlets, ' 4820 HalllwellAve., 
coffee and a display of the 
C,A.R.E. Kit (Recently 
adopted by School Dlstrid 
e8) will be available. Learn 
how to talk to children about 
sexual assault. Sponsered 
by Ksan House Society, . 
, • , (nc-lofeb): 
CANADIAN ." :CANCER' 
Soclety - Terrace Unlt will 
be holding thelr  monthly 
meeting" on February 13, 
1984 at 7:30 p.m..at the 
Terrace Health Unit 3412 
~Kalum Street. EVeryone Is 
welcome- We need y()(~r 
support. For further 
Intormatlon please call Sue 
Casey 638-1065 or Bunny 
Jakubec 635.2772. 
(ncS.13feb) 
Commission" . . . .  
Interes'tecl pe,ons l t shou Id  . 
submlta brief resume'tothe 
Regl01ial Dlstrlof by . ,  
February 17, 1984.'. s " 
1~ BEDROOM, self. Further I~.rflculars are. . . . . . .  
contained ur)It. S275 month. 
available upon request. FOR SALE;-4 channpl P.A. Phone Malcolm'6.S p.m, at 
Regional District , of 
Kltlmat,Sllkine system with 2 columns. 63.5.7640. 
Great for bands. Best offer (acc6.feb.ffn) No.9:4644 Lazelle. Avenue 
Terrace~.C; ' ,  : , . ,  to $800 takes, Also for ~nle 
.VaG IL6 - '  . gultor'ampllfler. Phone 635- ~ BEDROOM duplex at 3360 
. : i ; • '(~(:c~15feb) 9301 anytime. Rlverdrlve. New frldge and 
. . . . .  (nc,~10feb) stove. Rent $275 per month. 
,.', 
. . . .  Phone 635.6415 after 6 p.m. 
• (p3.Bfeb) 
2 BEDROOM basement 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  suite, 1000 sq. ft. Entrance 
and driveway private. Close 
GARAGE SALE from 11 AMERICAN COCKER toSkeene Sac. School. Stave 
a.m. to 4 p.m. Feb. 10 and Span!el puppies. Beaut tul and fridge. Drapes & some 
• !11h. Watorbed, propane blacks for show or as pets. furniture included. S350 per 
tank, '.outside swing, Champion parents', 1st month. No pets. Available 
MOVING ~SALE, shots. $275 Phone Nonntes Mar. 1.84 Phone 635.5501 or 
EVERYTHING MUST GOI " Kennels 635-7614. 635.2643. 
A24" Skeene Valley Trailer (p4.Bfeb) 
Court. (p4.10feb) 
(p3.10feb) ~ Ill, ,. ~ , ,~ 
i'~'*~!!':'"'~*~'*?~T'~'"J':i'*'~/~'"~"*:i!::~ ONE USED water tank. 30 
and town. No pets. "Phone 
635-3701 after 5 p.m. 
(p3.10feb) 
RENT-- For gentleman 
with kitchen facilities. 
Phone 655-5593. 
(p20-Bfeb) 
TWO BEDROOM duplex for 
gallons. All new elements, rent In town. Frldge & 
Also hand.made afghan, stove. No pets. Phone 635. 
Light green and yellow 5464. 
flowem. Fife queen size bed. (pS#feb) 
Phone 638.1057. "'"~ 
carriage. Excellent PLACE 
condition $100. Expendable 
S,0.00. B,r  cags APARTMENTS $10.OO. Ladies size 11 leather 
locket $50.OO. Phone 635- Frldga, stove, drapes, 
3662. carpeting off street 
, KNOW YOUR RIGHTS The 
Women's Centre and 
Unemployment Action 
Centre will host a two-pert 
workshop .on Welfare 
• (G.A.I.N.) rights. February 
14 and 15 from 9:15. 11:1S 
a.m. In the C-r, een Room of 
the Terrace Hotel. Free 
chllck:ere can be arran~d "
bycalllng 638.0228,12-4 p.m. 
weekdays. 
(nr.5-14feb) 
MEALS-ON-WHEELS c :. 
635-6461 
.EVERY THURSDAy ai '  
NORTHWEST ALCOHOL & ~.7:OO p.m. In the Hospital 
DRUG COUNSELLING Pysch Unit there Is a movie 
638-8117 on ~Alcohol and Drugs. 
SKE ENA YOUTH Everyone welcome 
WORKS INC~ENTIVE (ppd.marB.84) 
PROGRAM (SYWI P) 
" 635-5778 EVENT i YOUNG ART OF 
SPECIAL SERVIC ES 








MAKE MORE MONEY 
working overseas In 
countries like U.S.A., 
Kuwait, seudl Arabla,etc. 
Also Alaska and N.W.T. 
Permanent-Temporary 
workers needed are 
tradespeople,., leboo'rers, 
protesslonals, etc. For full 
Inf(x send your name and 
address to: Box 72/, Station 
"F"  Toronto, Ontario IWY 
2N6. 
• (accl0-20feb) 
WANTED AN artist .with 
(p3,~eb) 
FOR SALE-- Panasenlc I 
Speaker. Phone. Plugs I 
Into lack outlet. Walnut I
brown. Retail pr ice|  
$149. Asking $100. Call i 
638.1235 after 5 p:m. " i 
(ncstt-ffn) I
~, ~ ~0 
WANTEI>-- Carousel slide 
projector. Newer model. 
Must 'be In good condition. 
Phone 636-1613 days or 635. 
6861 evenings. 
• (accS-14teb) 
some commorclal ~ ~ ~ ~  
experience, but will consider , ~ ~ ',, ~, ~.0~.~..;'~~"~'~ ..... '!  
RIver Drive; Terrace, B.C. ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ~  
VeG 3.P4. 
, [P10-14feb.) STURDY WOOD-- 
Fll~reglass 20' riverboat. 
WANTED ~ Person to f ive, 50HP Mercury H.D. traller, 
inat ,a home for:5 days a pumps, life vests. All 
' week or on a 12 ~hour. shift excelleht. $3500 OBO. Phone 
basis. Days are negotiable. " 635-3873. 
Call Terrace Homemakers (pS-13feb) 
Services" 635.5135. 
(P3.10feb.) ~ " 
~ ~; ~;~';~*~:)'~i "WATER WELL'drllllng,rlg 
for sale. Phone 638.8343: . . . . .  
(pl0-20feb) 
B.C, sponsored by Emily WORK WANTED--, House "::. ' , "; ,~,',..~ ~; p.• 
Corr. " College of Art. repair - c&rpehter,~)lntlngB~ 
January 31 to February 11. some plt~mbing', ;"'~"~& ~' 
Tuesday thru Friday 12.3; 7. " appliance repolr. Phone 638. 
9.~ SMurday 12.3. Terrace 060i Ask for Larry. ~.,,., ~.~j,~ 
Art Gallery (Library • (pi0-1~ifebi.'~ 
Basement) " ' . . . . . .  "'" 
• • ' "." f..': 3 
(ncs.3feb; 5-1Ofeb) L!C LOG SCALER. F.B;MI; ':~ DIC CAT excellent 
• condition. Approx. 30~,hours 
cubic metric, A,D.S;, 5 s ince  complet~iy .... 
years experience. Add S TERRACE ~ ~ " - - "~,  
HOMEMAKERS , ~- '~ .#~,~ i ] years experience D~L.S. overhauled. ;LPony. arch, 
, 63.~5135 ~ ' / ~ / ~ ~ 1  heavy equipment operator, double tilts. ~hone!',l,.9~. 
seeks i'elocetlon. Teiraci ,  6667. 
TERRAC  RECYCLING I " )1  PrI.ce Rupert area. Wife. (plO-20feb) 
I.F.A., "A"  ticket - 2 years ~ 
635-7271 , I / L J , . , ,  I l l  Prov.Amb. Exp. Glbsona. ( " ~  • . I  ~ r-.-~"A~ J , .  ' I 
VOCATIONAL SUPPORT J ' ~ . ~ 1 ) t ' I  Phbne U6-210e, 
&LIVINOSKILLS '1. ; / ~ . . ~ .  I ,p14.1,feb) j l ' ~ l  ~tOI J r  l 
635-7863 ' ~ ~ ~  V ,~  'WILL DO laundry J .~ J ,  FHeor t  i 
. ~ ' '~ ~ service. Reasonable rates. I ~r ,  J~ , . . . . J I I  
~1(~'):"" ~ . . . ~ J ]  To Inquire call 638.13~. 
' (plxl&a (sift 
park ing,  secur i ty  
system. 
Rents start at 
Ss 0 
Phone manager  
anytime. 
6:38-1268 
ONE it, TWO BEDROOM 
Apts. Good rates. Call 
manager any time for 
appointment to view. Phone 
635-4547. 
(acc21dec.tfn) 
ONE BEDROOM suites 
Low rents. Close to town 
. end shopping. Phone 635. 




APARTMENTS... 1, 2 and 3 
bedroom apartments. 
Downtown locality. 
Complete with dlehwasher, 
fireplace, frldge, stove and 
drapes. Undercover 
perking. Security entrance. 
Phone 635.9317, 
(accsopt12ffn) 
FOR RENT-- 2 bedroom 
self-contained apartment 
with frldgs and stove. At 
3936 Mountvlew Ave. Phone 
635-2577 to view. 
(p24-17teb) 
• I 
ONE BEDROOM &l  
Bachelor *Suites. 
Avallalbe Immediately. 
Frldge and stove 
Included. Sauna and 
~ eatlon room. 635. 
zJor 635.5169 to view. 
(P20.15feb) 




1, 2, and 3 bedroom 
suites available. 
Spacious & clean. 
Extras Include: Heat, 
t water, laundry 
cllltles, storage locker 
r&B ~rk[ng. References 
~luJrea is of Feb. 1-84. 
Please phone 635.5224 
J l iml i . , .~ 
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' " n " . . . . . .  F . . . .  ' -- . . . .  .... ( . . )  tors .wldch.areamsoelated with ..... Phymcmn. " . . . . . . . . .  +,. . . . . . . . . .  :' ' • ..... . .  ' . : . . . . .  + [++i 3 BEDROOM uPper duMex FO;I n m M ~ ~,~ ~ 4 1 +~ d, ,, , -+"  ' - -  " " . . . . .  ,, __ ' , . . . . .+ .  .... ,,-- •, . . . concept of a amoke]ess ]tic the habit was so low behavior towards ulttin + 
.++ . . . .  . : ; .  , - - ---- . . - . - -~_~w... .+ . . . .  .+ ~---,-.-:-~.,+ - -~ .~.  +u .=p smommg.,ne so3., ' , :  ~ '-" £~e g~atest  ains " + ' "en" ati0n " .... ~ + ' ' q g ' , i  SuHable for rrmture-cozPAle: wsrehouse In ~;~lax '~;  mmokez~klck mdp~oh*~|r.Atl~ . . . .  "• . '  . . . .  & ' I L  . . . . . . . .  " ' _ _ I L . -+ ' : ;~ , : __  " t , . ' . .  -- ..g • aZ~+ • g ~ . +.-.::,; ,: • that .Roseer 'and hi+s .~smoldng, Group members L 
i Phone ~IS+7S/9. ' :..: unit 13010 Kalurn~E::S++~l~r ' :  ,~- - ! ,~-~-~'v~' - -~, ' .~":  ' ' :. ~u~,.~! me .p , . .~  ,me=y zo ~ maae oy cup-. ' ~(osser'S" smog. nozesthat eul]eagues had trouble "t~ed to thLnk of reasons-to 
. , .. _. • u ~ '. ~, ,~ ,,,u,vum.~ can mouvate ad mdivzauai-: porting efforts to restrict even With-the hel 0 f  doc. • ' " ' . ' Jim ' (p3-13tebl .. moan+ PI;ooe 635-2312. ' r P"m0ie who h-re *'~'~ *^ : '-:~ +~ . . . .  ~ " -" ' ~'~ .. ' . . . . . . . . .  P . fading enough volunteers . slop and Ways to fight the 
mm . . . . . .  ' " ' (accl0~an-tM) "~"~" . . , ,  - . ,~, , ' - ,  uy. um,g !supporuve anu ,. smomng ana:m make it tors, pubhe heals  workers , .  . 
~F~!R $'AI+E'OR'REI~T '3 i ..." i " . ' -  + qu~..t ~fore..m'e: likely to: gi~,ing advice, cmisiderabl~ + :socially unaceel)table"th,, and  ' h=ha'~0]~nl f.or theaiudy:s four groups imp..ulse, which .for .. mm?...y 
' . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . .  ~ " + . . . . . . . .  + 4 # ~q + d+ S~C~on~e ~ ~ d J , . :. :....+; . . . . .  . , ..- .,. ... • - +. , Kern asKeo, a . le i s  a~la[~ .Wlm 
~~i~.con~+,+1,m0sq.  ~. .+. . . . ,<+ FORmLE , ..._. +,.. . .  . ,+O~ pysa  ,~mnm commltment+an¢/++,zepomssya. . : peyeholo~ts, the+ was  mlrdi.di+nLodnwm~no..a~+  +~.m. , '&+ ,oi~.~,,. 
~+ P!,U:+,:!uJ!,:~m~onL :'Frld0e " : ' BY OWNER' '-.' -Sm~pY,,0,Y, a zoca~.,Pny.sscjan" effo rt.` by'.the slnoker- +~e +:+i "Because It t+ So diffienit little or:no' improvement in' to~ar~+e-~'~'e '+~"~ct  on'~e' n~"~+~,,~"m~+~ + 
~i .and~i~ include! No imts ,Sta~up yobi.own business ,. :.+,,,,,~,-,~ ,,,~,,~o . can necessary,, 'Dr. '!: Walter. " to get peoule ~o stb,, the usual " thr~,-ue . . . .  i ~'+ .+ . .~.:: . : .  " " ' -  . _  - " - -+"  ","~-+ :.-',~'" 
~-  . . . . . . .  '- ' ." ~ ' ' . . . . .  ' con~bu~.  b +, 'inereasin " ' . . . .  , ' ' I ' ~ ' . . . .  I '  ' o " t e ~'~ .... OUC omy ZUU OZ mose com- . Toe secono group par- Phone ~LlS-3FJ4.. + --Sm. retail s to re . .  . . . .  . + Y~ g Rosser,: a cllreetor of the smoking the most suecess rate for those t,',,in~, . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  : .  ,.'. , - J  • . . . . . .  
• : . . . .  ' 3bdmn ' '" ' " UD,C awareness of heal . ' . . . . .  - + ;' . . .  . .  . - , ,  = p~eteu que,uoanazrea. . ~ICSpa~ea in seven, group 
• ;:+.~. ~ ,. +(p10-17feb) --_" ~.home-u  P . . .  . . . .  , . . t h, Ottawa Civic Hospital s+ slgmfmant gains w i l l 'be  to quit smoking on their ". . . . .  ' ' theranv sessions develb~ed 
- .', ......... . .' --+,~ge. W~KS~p..+:: +.' promems..SUCh as. neart f~ l ly -  medicine Centre; :made by pre,Jentin oan own . . . .  : " Of ie  ~ U  : . . . . . .  : " " " + ' ' 
+.,~,!/ . . . . . .  -:+; . . . . .  l, ocafed on V= acre. of.land dlsoaso . • ms irato - ' ' " :. " - g y g • " " ' . g p attended eight by -the. British Columbia 
BEOR.OOM .h.ome, on" Hw +. f . . . . . . .  . _ ,  _ _  +P ~. . . . says inthe J .anuarytseue.o f  ..peG.pie from starting the PEW VOLUNTEEP, S - seamonswith psychologists . . . .  . • y .... rontage,.: .In ailmc,ts and hm (11 . . . .  . • LungAssecmtzonandledby 
!nclud!~ !rloge anu stove. Thornh!ll,' Phone ~5.2S40 . • g sease, the . t;anaman Parody nabzt and by supporting the In fact, serious interest in .who tried to  modify their a health-care nrnfessional 
New ,+wall to wa I carpet' - . . . .  ,~_,_ 7 : . - ' : . + . . . .  
:C"  " ' ' J . . . .  " . . . .  ' " " d ~ r O"  ' U m  O"  ~ ' , , . I . I ' " .'. • during which they , were ;:~.;+to ,o~y .Phone ~ ~. . • - . . . .  • encouraged to quit. 
tes not sque ip Coal compan ezed  ard Mem~ra of a third group : : .:(pS-10feb) " ' were given a kit. developed 
:I .+ '~"BEDR~M unlt : in " " " ~ ' ~ " J " " L I " • " ~: .. • . ' ".':'.. " . • + + + ' • by the ~er iean  Cancer 
Thornh, lll., Stove & frldge VtanA~U's~R (Cp) ; - ,  Can~,dian and Japan=es Japan esewillinsiston: have_ !.n_vested heavfly in the H -Iustltutetohelpt~emstop 
I . I~ :  .Avallable Fob. 1 ~ an :  ~_~+ of companies have become The re rt sold thnt . " " ' ;um~:  " ~. + - . . . .  .. .. • ] • po even $2.5-billlon coal project --  that smoking and a 15-minute 
$2775!per, ~th .  Phone 63.$. promcuonmm and Japanese snarenomers . m me at the full price and volume through Crown corporations representatives from other pep talk by their doctors on 
44,~.,: ~,  i : investment ": in British project." : 
+~:;i +'~' "'/. - (P3 "31feb) specified in the eontract the - -  by bullding a railway link firms had expressed sur- 
,"~, '."i~'(~ .'/~. ":,  • 
2 BEDROOM house for rent. 
$325 per,+; m0nth ,ne other 
bills; De~oslt $200. Ca+It' 638. 
J i544 any~l~ or come +o 4702 
. (pS-13feb) 
" . '~L ; :  : :+ ' i  " :~  " 
f h ~  ~ pEo OOm in 
"l'Kb~'nhil'l.. Eledric heat, 
wo~l+, stove,. ' ;#Idge. 'and 
Sh)v~.~+References r quired: 
$40o':Kibnth :plus damage 
CENTURY MOBILE  
HOME ,PARK . - ~ D  
INVESTMENT:  :" '-' 
, OPPORTUNITY .  ' 
• Small trailer + ~ i r t '  ; 10 
pads & 6 rent;I traller+s 
Inclb~Bd. +F011. " 
occupancy.. Room for 
expansion. Convenient 
!or.atlon. Gross annual 
:Income. S25,932. Asking 
$110,000. Pho~ 635-3475. 
(p10.17feh) 
' C(;lumbla's northeast !coal 
.project will -prevent 
Japanese steelmakers from 
squeezing- northeast coal 
com imnles too hard,: :ROn 
Badord; the project's co- 
ordinator, said W~Inesday. 
Repre~.ntaflves from .six 
' Japanese steelmakers are 
here this week attempting 
to renegotlate contracts 
slgnedin 1981 with Quintette 
Coal Ltd. and' Teek Corp. 
Basford said it would not 
: PRICE PROTECTED 
': "Because of theso l[aetors 
.nothing Will be dbbe On the 
.price + side. th/~ 'would ~ 
destroy. -the ~,t~ZanclM 
viabilitiy of the project,", he 
said. 
: Referring to a: Call 'by 
Conadi.an automakers~ 'for 
import .restrictions on 
mining companies would 
still lose moneYin the short 
term and both the com- 
'panies and the government 
"acknowledge that more coal 
must l~ sold for the project 
to pay for itself.. 
Basford rejected the 
report saying that the 
worst-possible scenario was 
Jap~esa- cam, "Basford used as a basis for its 
said: '"The.Japanese know+ projections. 
that for the northeast c0al , CONTRACTS HELD 
development project" and Robert Sidthorpe, depOslt.~ Phone d,~-4~7.. • 
+i+~: ++: : , , ,  :++; i (pS.Web+) be in Japan's best interests others tocollapse would ,,.. Midland D0herty research 
=.:,, ~ to insist on price or tonnage provide, the . voices +of f~reetor, admitted the mm rollbacks., protectionism in this .'and . projections were based on THR E E BEDROOM frallef;. SuQny Hill Trall~, Court. The c0al companies ay other countries with the assumptions that the +P~ls - i s .~ . .  , the Japanese have asked for very ammunition they Quintette-'Bullmoose con- 
" '.+'. " + (P3-10feb~) a reduction in the price of want." tracts would be subject to 
+ metallurgical coal to $84 a .... 'price and volume cuts 
WANTED 5INGLE female IWI DODGE ASPEN PS, toane from ~ "a tonne. Coal- producers. :.+in . similar to the. 30 per cent 
to.• '.share. large home. PB, auto trans., good Jai)unesesteulproducttonis sdutheast B.C., Australia, cuts imposed on Waster 
condition. 2 dr. hard.top, down considerably from the South Africa and the United Mining Ltd., Ess0 
Rotemnce~ required. Phone Askln9 S3,400.: Law mileage, level it was at when. the States. have alr~ad~, ae- Resources and Cominco. ~ 2 . .  - . 
(PS.Mfeb,) Phone 63S.7485. .. northeast Coal eontractwas cepted price bnd  v.olume "If renegotiation .is not 
.. . . .  " rollbocks called for by the successful the boats from. 
4 BEDROOM executive Japanese. " "' . - Japan do not arrive to take 
home. ~:"Avallable A.report by the security th~ coal -- stockpiles build 
Im~l~.a|ely~ ~ ,Rant S700. firm 'of Midland Doherty rapidly at the ports and 
mmth~ :Contact Jim Duffy estimates Quintette and mines - -  and the Japanese • 
at Centuty.21,'Wlghtmon & 
He told the legisiature 
of 
.to the project area in the., prise to .him about the 
remote northeast cornerof '.'apparent con[eniJ" of the 
the province and by building report. 
a coal port facility at Prince Industry Minister ; Don 
Rupert. Phillips, the project's major 
The governments will be booster, said he also 
repaid by charges on the doubted file accuracy of the 
volume of coal shipped on report, adding that analyses 
the railway and through the by the companies show that 
port. ." northeast eoal will be 
Basford said that means profitable. 
governments would have to 
be involved in any • 
discussions on reducing I 
+nnages and "I believe that I FUNBARS INC both par t ies -  Canadian • 
and Japanese --  will avoid :.. 
that happening." Funbars Inc., the exclusive distributor of. 
"Myassumptlons. are that Codburys quality fund raising products, requires a . .  
the Japanese steel industry •.  sales, agent, to cover Terrace, Kltlmat and Prince - 
will take the tonnages I Rupert. 
prescribed under the 
contract and that they will Appllconts - . II need fo be ouigolng and able to devote .', 
maintain the northeast | • "school hours" to a'rewardlrig career. Resumesto:" ii 
development as an i 
economically viable [ "  ". +. ": . . nbo  8 C i  + " i" 
project." FU r .In 
I ~ "+.  •, 285 Lynn Ave.  ' " L 
Finance Minister Hugh [ : . .  • i"-. :  'North Vancouver• : '! 
?urtis said Wednesday he | ' . .: :i. V7J 2C3 
i..a..d .no t yet read the • ~ .  P~987.62  ~ i+. 
Midland Doherty report, but 
the health problems 
associated with 'smoking. 
A control group was only 
asked to fill out occasional 
queaflonnah'es. 
.While members of the 
first three groups Sub- 
stentlally reduced their 
amoking at the start of the 
px;oject, •fter a year there 
was little difference bet- 
ween them and the control 
"group, the study fOund. 
(p2-10feb) • signed. 
The contrsct terms were 
1980 VW RABBIT-- Diesel, ,completely. open, Bssford 
4dcor, grey, sun roof, a.m f . .  told the'Canadian Club, and 
m cassette radio, new tires,, on 'the strength of .  those 
excellent cnndltlon. $+~00. terms- ,: "Canadian,/+ Tock will lose almost $I get their way," suggested 
Phone Prince Rupert, 624..European and Japanese billion by 1990 based O n Sldthorpe. added, "I do not put much 
S207. banks have advanced.huge price and volumel redu¢. The  ' " " 
(PS-14~b.) .(p3.10feb) ~i~l lOf  eapitsl  and tiGriS that  it assumes the provincial governments has been related tome."  :. i i  t + ~ ~ 0 ~ ~  
sums federal . and credence in the report as it.. " • 
shak, n ....,_... w.n + nwash,ng v,ct,ms g 635.7762 asldng $1500 OBO. 
VANCOUVER ' (or )  - -Some victims'of mind-alterning The documents. Say that inlbrainwashing tests, taped 
experi~Pn|s~cbndu~t~'in the 19S°s and 19~0s ate M0dt~eal messa es were Ia ed " "  t ,~+~1~~+ ~,,~ .!,O~ .S ,  "~ i  
ps¥chia~c' +tnid'+bh~ , sponsor~'.+h"~H by me federal somat ic . fo r  1~'mo~+ 2°"-~-tl+e-~s;~-P+-up ~ ~:p~o~a da.~. :ii"+'~'-~ . . . . . . . . .  *'+"' 
-overnment sa- th- "'; ^"  : =~u-~(uuuy-"~.oomupaJ[lesr~xaeen m . ; ~ n  e~ • I I~ iss~es l l l ' iO l~ l ig  j • S , y eywn£ sue uttawa. • . tams for 34 monthm ' " i ' " - -  " J " = " : m 
I i  , . , ,  ' . • • , r -  . . ~ - ~ . . "  . • * I m still shaking, stud Linda Macdonald of Vancouver -" + ~ - " ' I _+ - . ~ ~ . I  
MUST SELL Package deal .  after reading in the Vancouver Province ,about he ex- TAPES+IMPLAN~rEi~ " II  .iet a r u  with a view. I! 
l |  . , . t 
1Fi4 GMC J immy 4)(4 PS, periments. . . . . .  In order to "reorganize the behavior" of human umea 
PB, TS, tal ler "hltch, roof:- I think the government has to ~he ld  responsible, ven pig+, mey say, fresh information +-.q n.,o.-..,--=g~ I ;.,,. I II + ' . . . . .  ' I 
I f ld  ' . . . . . . . . . . . . .  +" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  r~kand roll bar. AIm 1981 ~_ .con~get.a ..~nny frem lega! action so that this never their b~.,ainwashed minds throu~ .me me pf "dynamic I u ' . . .1 . . . . ,  I 
SR2S0 dreet bike. Asklhg happens •aa.m,- • i '  + • ' .  implant tapes.. '  ' • .  ~ I~UNIk  i i i  
:S, .0. Formorelnformation Macnonam, auumanResourcesMinlstrywor.ker, says TheyaddthatsomepatientewhosobrainsresJstedtbe, I !~ i , . .  r~ : m-21;0  I 
she can't remember having five ofher Six children after implants were forced into artificial comas with drugs, or 
phone 6353453, (atfn) getUng elettric shock treatment in Dr'. D. Ewen Cameron's their resistance was lowered through sensory deprivation 
1977 FORD VAI~ ECONO- clinic in'the early 1960s. - + in isolation+chambers. I 
LINE Good running Decuments,.obtained under the Access to Information : 
condition. "Askln9 $1950 Act~by The Provinee, show the departmentshi ealth and Bob Logie of Vancouver, one of the nine Canadians uing 
Phone 63S-44~, welfare poured t500,095 into the clinic between t950 and the U.S. over the CIA's involvement, said V(ednesday he ' '  ~ '  Ch l~,  
.(pS.10feb) 1964. The Central Intelligence Ag~ncyprovided $64;000 from was shocked to learn of the Canadian government's part. 
FOR SALE ~- 19~ ~A ton 1957 to 1961. Vancouvei" lawyer Michael Bolton,' who has been ap- ~ ~F I ,  
Dodge Pickup. New motor Nine Canadians now are suing the u.s. government for $1 proaehed by Macdonald and Joan De Long of West Van- 
and paint lob, $3600 OBO.' million each year over the VIA part in the progl:am, couver, another'victim, said he is studying the possibility of I* ~ 
638-1396. The documents how Ottawa knew that patients in a class action suit. " '+ tm (eft) Comeron's programs were + sometimes put to sleep for The documents show many of the patients did not give ~ p ~ r  ~ 
several weeks, and gi,~en electric .~hoeks to the brain to their consent for experiments. A number of  them tried to 
1980 FORD BRONCO XLT . study the effects of memory loss. '+  r run  away.  - . . . .  
4~, = I  VB, auto., ti lt ~d~r .  ape*Ira.m/ ~. / . , /~ .~, /d J f . ,  ,to~,;, 
s~erh+g, recllnlng seats, 
$9,000.trallerhi~:h'etc'AsklngPhone 633.8392. Job creatio gets priority +'" '  +" ' "+ ' - ' " " '  
,+ ,+,  n . ,+ . . . . . . , , ,  . , , , . - . . . ,+ , , , - , . .  
PARIS (CP) - - '  In an who chaired the,"flnal Conference papers  Said increased public, sector p~on*  mamaf¢p ,  an~/ lme 
apparent shift, business and session, told a news con. the recession had weakened investment, as proposed by 
government leaders from ference: "While recovery is job-creating capacity in a'recent labor-management 638-1268 
non-Communist industrial" under way, macro- many OECD countries, report in the United States. = 
countries have agreed that ' '  economic issues remain especially in" Europe. " 
+ + + m e  + - - m . . + - - + . . _ _  _ _  
home with 7x30' addition, priorityin economic policy, unemployment in OECD growth had imposed 
Phone 635-7338 evenings. This, the main Conclusion .~0tmtties." ' changes on Industrial 
(p20.6mar) of a threa-day conference at Latest OECD projections economies , through, in- TERRACE'S 
the Organization for show. 33 million people or, ter~atianal trade and the NEWEST & BEST TOO 
MUST SELLI 1974 12x~ EeonomieCo.operation and nine per. cent of the work. intreduetion, of new 
Conadlana 3 " r °°m ~ve~pment  whi~ ended foPce in the 2 .oun+bloc"  teehnologies, bused on the dab] 
frall,~0.2S,4.SlS,000 OBO Phone Wednesday, contrasts will still be without jobs in "micro-chip." N O W "  at  affor e R ates  
(plO.16feb) sharply with _the emphasis mid-1985, despite cofiomie The conference agreed it 
reeeusion on curbing way in Canada, the United tion now to encourage this 
government spending. States, West Germany and str0etural change, Dawkins O]]e' bedroom at $325"  raG.  
Australian Finance Britain. said. Two bedroom at $360 a* roD.  
Minister John Dawkins, The emphasis on Jobs Will But sharp differences 
• be thecentrai message for a emerged about the 
second OECD ministerial-responsJbllRy of gnV i+rn-  i~ l -~- J l~ l -~ ldr 'v" - ]d l~" i  '~ ld l - "~ l r '~ i l~L~L~L~l~L~~ 
level, conference on ments for dealing with the 
medltlm-term grewth here social coats of industrial 
+ ~ next "Week, Dawkins said. adjustment, particularly 
Canadian Employment' between the United States - -A t t rac t ive ,  spacious, ext ra  storage room ] 
Minister John Roberts and and many European. --Beautiful appllances,'tiled showers 
NOTICE OF Environment Minister countries, conference - - Love ly  cupboards, double s.s. sinks 1 APPLICAlrlON FOR Charles Cacoia represented sources said. --Large ha!cynicS ~ith screened patio doors :, CHANGE OF NAME Canada at the meetings, - - Lots  of I~rk ln~i  ;~creat ion"  (~0Urt " " - -Secur i ty ,  enter phones and deadbolts 
r - .  
t . '~ ' "?*  
,, - . .  , ,  
Roberts said many In an unexpected move, 
European countries feel spokesmen for the OECD'e 
Canada in advanced in bus ln~ and industry ad- 
deailug: With. ~ employment - visory oommmittee and its 
growth +in the context of t~ade union advisory 
economic structural committee announced their 
• chong+s. 
Inte~tlon to hold Joint talks 
"Except for Japan and on paeslble cooperation to 
Sweden,+we rhave'eome up incresse Job creation.- 
with ohe of the meet. com. 
prehensive policieS for the 
training of adults, private- Trade union general 
sector counselling, etc,," ~mmretary Karl Tapiola. told 
Caccta added. "There is a repol~era after the con- 
lot of Interest for Canadian ference beth sides had 
policies." agreed there was scope for 
Smith+.:~15-d3Al. 
(acc$.14tob) 
FOR SALE-- 1 ~ 
Cal~dlencod I'ot; Close 
to town and schools. Fruit 
trees, garden, greenhouse. 
Fo,000. SS lZ 
(sff) 
3 :'; BEDROOM HOME 
Pa~Io l ly l ln l s~ 
basement, garden area, 
greenhouse, near 
scH'0ols I and churches. 
Asking $/2,000. View at 
,1810 Scott Ave, Phone 
635.2820 bahNeen 9am- 
6pm or 635.7937 
evenings. 
;' (acc10+10feb) 
FOR ~SALE-- Spacious 3 
bed~:00m home on Lakelse 
Lake. ,Wood.electric heat. 
W-W carpet throughout. 
Fireplace, large metal 
shop, carport. Call 798.2522 
after 4pm.  (p20.27feb) 
MUST SELL - -  
Condominium, Asking price 
$34,S00 OBO. Driveby 74717 
Welsh or phone 638-1698 for 
appointment o view. 
(p20.20feb) 
FAMILY HOME on quiet 
paved street. 1120 SCl. ft. 
main 'floor consists of 3 
bedrooms, kitchen, dining 
room; living room and bath. 
Two bedrooms, den, 
laundry : room, .bath and 
unfinished work shop 
downstairs. Carport, 
greenhouse and small 
garden. Asking- price 
$69,000. Offers considered. 
2304 Everygreen St. 63S. 
56~9e+"  ' 1 .  
3 BEDROOM home, located ~ - -  - :  = J 
on cjUlat street. 10S6 sq. ft. 
attached garage, close to. - . . . . . . .  
schO01S'ail-dh0spltal. Tree~ ", . . . .  '+ " ' __ 
lot, '"Assumable mortgage i MAKE;+A'~OTO.-R~!OMEI .... 
appro~l~iely ' $40,000. j 1~12'-"72 p'assenger bus'. New 
Askl~ +" t4¢;t~). Phone 63S- engine, trans., .cust0n~! 
78501 ;'~f~er 4pm paint, good 100dy, solid fleer. 
>- (pl0.20feb) S5200 OBO P+~gne 6~.~73. 
S :BEDROOM home on '/= 
acre.an Skeene St. Sauna, ...... " ;  . . . . . . . .  NOTICE Is hereby given 
garden . area, barn,+ ~2 .~ " ~  I~ ]hat an appllcoflm will be. 
f lept l l~ ,  $90,000~ i OBO ' /~ / . .~  '~'~, /. made. tO the Dlrlmtor of 
.Phone ~+s.~+s after s:0o i i , J# l i  I /U  ,: ,~ VltalStatlstlcsferachange 
p.m. Exoopt weekends. ]~J I~' ~1~ " , of name, pui'suant to the ' 
~:~-~.. (p10.21feb) ~/ j , l '~  I1~ + 'provisions of the "Name 
. Ad,: by me • Jennifer /Mm - • " " :: Dlane Helgran of 44631 
Wdlh AW. In Tm'raca as+ 
, ,,| t. To Change my name.from 
LOT No.20 Howfh~rne Ave. i , . ~ /  ~ Helgren, Jemlfer Diane to 
Thernhelghts SubdiVision, '+~ f~r" . =_ _ I.andOl% Jennifer Diane, 
Phase3OnlyS14,000. Phone '~[~ • I r~ I IAQ_  bated, thls 7th clay of 
D- : . . . . . . .  -- ~ :~- r  ~.w~=. .  FebruaryA.O. 191M. ave e~ oJ3-J~,/o. ' ~ " '~  ~P -+,~e~ - .  
(plO:10f~] . . . . .  ,, '-~=t- . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (pl-gfeb) 
- -Drapery  co-ordinated to w- -w carpets 
- -Walk ing .d is tancetodown town " 
- -Fami ly  or iented - close to schools 
- -Hosp i ta l ,  convenlericb Store~ parks, 
car wash, a l l  in area  
--$200.00 move in a l lowance for Jan. 1-15 
Pro fess iona l ly  Managed 
by. t ra ined staf f '~ho res~ct  , 
' and care fop our tenants 
TelePhone i 635-5968 
Property Stewards Western Ltd. 
. .. • - .  . . . . .  + • .. - :. - 
IWI~ Id  PagelO, The Thursday, February 9, 1984 
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C a n ad  i a+ n embas+ • ? + s+ + c on  ti ,++ 
at rebel positions in Syrian. restore dlsciplinein western personal items, External t+ld The Canadian Press reasond. 
held eastern Lebanon even 
when U.S. lives we're not 
directly threaten ed,.~ the 
sources aid. 
Published reports + . said 
today an array of Moslem 
militias were trying to co- 
ordinate their forces and 
Beirut. " Affairs "officials said in early today.the mbassy in 
Canada's A--~nbassador ottawa. Jackson was not Moslem-Iield ' ', i~ Wastern 
David Jackson was con- • injurL~l but had to surrender Beirut was euntinuid~ to 
fronted by two .armed a' two-way radio and his operate normally.and that 
gunmen Wednesday when driver had to turn over an its 20 Staffers and ~ree 
he was being driven, to his .identity card to the gunmen. 
apartment in western The ambassador, in a 
Beirut too retrieve some Telex interview from Beirut 
CAPE CA'NAVERAL~ disappointment, I~am'e it 
Fla. (AP) -- Astronaut .had been the major goal of 
Bruce MeCandless, 'again the excursion for 
floating free and turning Challenger's daredevil 
somersaults in space: spacewalkers. 
abandoned a p!an to dock McCandless and Robert 
with a large slow-spinning Stewart glided outside the 
box today because of shuttle for a second 
Ottaw~ said this week Le,.=~.+--- "- . . . . .  . . . ,  .-.~ +a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. , u~m=u pore m Joumen Soviet-Syrian military 
1,..~0...PesP_!e.werere.gis~red' early:today to, evacuate "i~licv |n the 
w:m me uewut embassy as B i . . . . .  " •face of _ ., • . .. . . . . . . .  r tinh nationals, the BBC ' Lebanon's 
uanaman emzeus, out that reported.. • ' . ,  , . escalating 
many of them held dual 
dependents wei'e. " +~ at, the 
embassy as well :as in 
nearby ,hotels for safety 
citizenship amd had.l~en i  
Lebanon many yearS. .  
The.Cypri0t car ferry Sol 
cCa d n saults spa M n +less fur s somer i n  l+: . . . . .  + ' " + C ~ e  ' " " " . . . . . . .  11 } " " " " ' 
trouble with the shuttle's tetherless trip in open space 
robot arm. But~he suc- to -test techniques for 
cessfully linked" with a grappling, repairing and 
stationary object in a test of refuelling crippled 
human ability to capture a payloads. Eager to repeat 
disabled satellite, their exhilarating, ex- 
"I've completed a hard perience of Tuesday when 
dock here," he reported as they became the first 
he clamped a tube-Hke humans to fly free in space, 
device on his jet-pack onto a they began 35 minutes 
docking pin at a work ahead of schedule. 
station. He did it several The excursionwas  dress 
times, rehearsal for the next 
The cancellation of the shuttle mission in April, 
'rotating hookup was a when another crew is to 
. • -. warfare. 
Meanwhile, the 'Soviet :"+. A .'~,~yrian military 
:Union announced inMos~w ,'~pokes~an in Damascus 
"it +'' r ' ~  " send /Politb~uro ' ':accused the:United States of 
membei + Geidar +.Alley? to'. inflicting Scores of civilian 
retrieve and repair a 
crippled scientific satellite 
named Solar Max. 
DONNED JET PACK 
"It looks sunny again out 
her.e," McCandiess com- 
mented as he emerged into 
the bay. He repositioned a 
loose bracket and then 
donned his roeket-P0wered 
je t  pack, discarded his 15- 
metre safety life and 
• scooted about in the bay. 
He turned slow somer- 
saults as he tested •several 
of the. 24 jet thrusters, then 
moved to..a work station 
where he completed several 
dookings with the metal pin, 
just as another astronaut is
to do in April to secure the 
Solar Maxsatellite. ' 
McCandiess earlier 
bracket that held,oneof~:the ,had carried into :the" Cabin ~portunltles in 'Florlda for 
slide wires,was loose and he , Tuesday for re l~i r : .  ' :+/;! several days~ 'so"~e flight 
put it back in place. '0.ace iagain, Challenger. '/~v0uld :' be ' diverted to 
commander. Vmiee • Brand,. ~ Edw.ards Air  Force Base, 
pilot Robert Gibson and.the' ;;'~ff~1; " jus[ as  it was-~:last 
fifth crewmen~er~ Ronald" :Jul~:! when -fog ' "and rain 
maneeuvred straight .up, 
about threemetres above 
the Challenger, and did a 
slow roll. Televised pictures . "Tha~ wad+ a little'~ star- 
showed a stiff.legged man, tling," he commented. 
• upside down, in a whlte Suit, Mission.control said that in 
silhouetted against a the loose position 
brilliant blue background of bracket- could, have.•, in; 
sky and Earth. terfered with the closing~of 
Bundled in white pressure the c~rgo doors' just before 
suits and wearing bubl~le the end" of the mission. 
helmets, the spacewalkers officials said the slide wire 
unlatched an  airlock door was not'.Ioos'e;" 
and floated with e~ise into McCandiess then moved 
the open, 18-metre~10ng 
cargo bay. They were-at- 
tached to a sbuJtle 
guidowir~ by 15-metre 
cords, which they :were to 
the .McNalr,were alert in.the ,,cancelled -- the only 
shuttle cabin to~.g~de"iit;:i , previo~ly planned;Flo.rida 
alongside the specewalkerS:-!'~uttle'lunding. " , :+ 
fo~ ~ ' a ~ rescue : , shoUld .ii~'."~T~e Naiional"Aernnauties 
~mething to Wrong; .~. !, +i ,~'~ci .Space Administration 
Today's spacewalk ". wad !!'wo~d like: to'start'landing' 
the last major eVent of the shuttles at Cape Canaveral 
scheduled eight'day fllght. (ins~ad.'af :in" california to 
to a station where his jet- On Saturday, the astronauts 
pack called- a Manned • plan 
Manoouvring : Unit was 
stored. He began checking it
out for .the day's work. 
save moneY and cut tur- 
wear as a safety measure While McCandiess prepared 
when.not using thelbaek- to take the first ~,spin, 
pack; " ~'..:' Stewart ;.reinstalled ;a 
, McCondlcss noticed that a television camera the et;ew 
Liberals needs bigger lead in polls 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Minister Trudeau's peace Senator Keith Davey, the shows a "volatility" among 
Liberals still have "some initiative, shows the Con- Liberal election campaign voters. 
way to go" to overcome the servatives have a 20-point chairman, said the latest National Conservative 
substantial lead Con. leadover the Liberals, down Gallup. is consistent with president Peter Ehingu, 
servatives are enjoying in from a record 39 poidts in Liberal findings" that however, said he is not 
public support, Finance September. Conservative support has worried that the•spread 
Minister Marc Lalonde.said Of the decided respon- continued to slide, between the Tortes and 
today, dents to the latest poll,.52 "Even' bY Gallup poll Liberals might have I~n 
Lalondo welcomed news per cent supported" the standings, the Tories in five reduced. 
that support for the Liberal Conservatives, a drop of one months have seen their lead Conservative House 
party increased hy two percentage point from the cut in half," Davey said. He Leader Erik Nielsen said he 
percentage points in the previous month, While the added that the veil also " doubts the slight drop in'the 
latest public opinion poll by Liberals gained two points . 
Gallup, but he was unable to to 32 per cent. The New -. 
explain the difference Democrats had 15 per cent, 
between Gallup results and unchanged from December, 
o~"~r Liberal surveys that However, all the changes 
...... d a bigger gain. were within the poll's four- SAN SALVADOR (AP) -- radio' quoted a captured 
"I don't know, maybe percentage:peint margin of Leftist rebels killed 29 Honduran.armysergeantas' 
you'd better ask someone error, meaning the shifts soldiers who surrendered saying senior Honduran 
who takes those surveys," could be illusory. And 2t per after heavy• fighting., in officers, including- the,dr- 
Lalonde told reporters as he cent of respondents were i northeastern El Salvador, a mad forces chief, beve 
entered a cabinet meeting, undecided.. ~Salvadoran army ,participated in rebel at- 
.. SHOWS LARGER GAIN spokesman said. tacks on Nicaraguans. 
"3~he trend is in the right Private Liberal polls There was no immediate The Voice of Nicaragua 
direction as far as we're leaked in January indicated reaction to  the report also quoted Sgt. Donald concerned." 
the margin between the two Wednesday from guerrilla Careamo games as:saying 
The Gallup poll, con-' •major parties had shrunk to forces fighting the U.S.- the anti-NiCaraguan ttacks 
ducted in ear ly  January 15 or 16 percentage points backed Salvadoran are "co.ordinated by high- 
during the height of Prime from September. government, level Honduran, American 
Army spokesman . Col: and. Argentine officials." 
,I , • Richard Cienfuegos said The sergeant said Gen. 
leftist rebels shot 23 soldiers Gustavo Alvarez Martinez, OPLEr-,= and six civil defonce chief of the'I-londuran ar - fo rces ,  has par- Fill ~ lP  patrolmen in the head mad 
Rbout , WednesdaY after they had ticipated in attacks against 
given themselves .up ,to Nicaragua, the radio said. 
• ~ guerrillas at a military post CAPTUREO LAST MONTH 
56 kilometres northeast of Carcase games, 22, was 
Canadian soprano France Ginzer has won glowing San S01vador. captured in  northern 
critical acclaim for her interpretation f Margtanu in the Reporters who travelled Matagalpa province during 
premiere performance of Barber of Baghdad at the to the area said Six were a rebel attack last month, 
Karlsruhe State Opera in Bonn, West Germany. shot in the head and the tl~e radio said. 
"It is unusual for an Opera singer unknown to German " others were shot in the . U.S. troops in Honduras, 
audiences to play in such a distinguished theatre," said torso. The reporters quoted meanwhile, ended six 
critic Dieter Koelman in Stuttgart Nachrichten, but %he ' a resident as saying the months of . military 
did not disappoint anyone, rebels executed "some of manoeuvres wRh Honduran 
"Her soprano voice is interesting, very strong in the the troops, but not all." troops which' President 
higher octaves and it sounds cultivated, surprisingly so for Civilian sources aid five Roberto Suazo Cordova said 
such a young opera singer."' helicopters and two air were "of extraordinary 
Calgary-born, Ginzer had been based in Toroul~ in recent force planes machine: importance" to his Country. 
years, performing with the Canadian Opera Company and gunned and bombed About ~ 5,000 American 
the Toronto Symphony. 'suspected rebel "positions. soldiers and 6,000 Honduran 
They said civilians in the tro~ps took part in the Big 
Frances Grondln of Moncton; N. B., certainly stood out area were' fleeing. Pine 2 manoeuvres at the' 
among new lawyers introduced to the New Brunswick '"Those whohave fled said h'eight of the exercises. The/ 
branch of the Canadian Bar .Association at a conference in the situation is hard and Reagan "administration has r 
Saint John last• Weekend. that there are many 
She is a middle.aged gi'andrno~ther . . . .  civjli/ms killed," one 
She is also a surgeon's wife and a mother whose two civilian source said in a 
youngest children still live at home. telephone interview. 
Over the years+ she has been a pilot, a nurse, a reporter The civilian sources aid. 
and a candidate for Moncton city council, the rebels also attacked a
As a youth in the United. States she had intended to national guard post .Wed. 
become a doctor, and was on her way to medical school ..nesday in Tulcusluya, about 
when she met Georges Grendin, who was study!ng medicine i0 ldlometres outh of the 
in Massachussetts, The American girl fell for the French. /mil itary post. 
Conadian from Moncton, dropped her own.education Plans, . Ten soldiers died and two 
for awhile and got married. . civilians were wounded in 
that fighting, the sources 
If he,survives the week, Canadian light-middleweight said. Nicaraguan Democratic 
Shawn O'Sullivan figures to be a much improved boxer. In Nicaragua~ the state Force with money and 
The 21-year-old Toronto native, with 85 wins :.and ~0ur , 
losses as an amateur, is sparring with Sugar Ray+ Leonnrd 
in Pa lmer  Park ,  Md., as  the former  wel terwelght  champion  Therapy given 
prepares for his return to the ring on Feb. 25 against Kevln 
Howard in Worcester, Mass. 
Stepping into the ring with Leonard' is an 'education. TACOMA, Wash. (AP) - -  Fl~refighters who battled a blaze 
that killed nine children last weekend in Tacoma, wil l  
A nuclear attack alert spread panic among the population receive group therapy. . . . .  ' 
of Coventry in the English Midlands early Wednesday after Fire Chief Tony Mitchell said everyone who fought the 
a policeman accidentally set off warning sirens, fire will feel some sort of irauiim, and :"those with 'small 
The 30-second alert at 6:30 a,m. led to overloaded children will feel closer to it." 
telephone switchboards atpolice stations as,operaters tried The nine youngsters, aged one ' to  eight, were killed ' 
to cope with inquldee. Saturday morning+in a house fire apparently started by a 
Sirens were heard over a 16-kilomeire radius around five-year-old playing with a eigarette lighler. 
Coventry after a policeman set off the system at Police " The fireflghters are to meetwith a minister and other 
headquarters while demanstrating how it w0i:ked, officlaib counsellors today, Mitchell sold the firemen "have to talk ii 
said. , oui," and some may need farther e0unsolllng. ' 
John Parsons, who lives in the city centre, said he Ira- Deputy Fire Marshal Ron Larkin said+ "They know how it 
medlately swltehedon the radio after hearing the Mrens,"' l  Is to feel around In a smoking bulldlng and find a lifeless * 
heard them talking about Presldent Reagan and I thought body and then have to bring that body out of the building. ' 
that was I t . "  . * It's very tough. You never fdrget." 
Gallup "represents a 
downward~trend. "It's not 
signiflcaht,~'• he said today 
on his wa~' into. the Com: 
m0ns:. " 
"It'd within the four-per. 
cent n~argin of error. I read 
nothing into i t  and make 
nothing of it," 
And, he added, the Tortes 
"couldn't have gone mush 
furthei" Up." 
Rebels killed soldiers 
training from the United 
States -~ are using bases in 
Honduras for their attacks 
on NiCaragua. 
Nicaragua repeatedly has 
accused the .Hondurans of 
taking part in rebel attack s, 
but Honduras has denied the 
charges. 
to make the flrst'i:narnund t ime betweov 
shuttleJanding in Flodcla,. "+ia tu]cbes, +
returning to . ' a ' .  f i ve - .  ~Tbe five Americans are 
kilometre runway near the . not +the only humans or- 
launch 'site : at Cape "~biting the Earth today-- the 
Canaveral. " SovlQt Union launched a 
MAY. DELAY ,'LANDING, : ~o~ spacecraft Wed- 
However, flight. dire~ter : nesclay carrying three 
'Harold Draughon.said there ~bsmonauts o its Salyut-7 
was a 60-pei'-eent chance space station. 
that bad weather might "For your information, 
prevent alanding Saturday. that makes an • all-time 
Draughon said Sunday record with eight ,folks In 
looks .more promising and "space at one'time," Mission 
that there is . plenty of fuel, Control told the Challenger 
food and water aboard to • crew. 
extend the f l ight . . .  • , . "It's really getting 
After Sunday there are no populated up here," Brand 
daylight landing .op. responded. 
including ' 
women and children, in a 
"brutal and heavy" born- 
• bardment of populated 
areas of eastern Lebanon. 
Lebanese security 
sources estimated at least 
200 people have been killed : 
and 600 wounded in the' 
latest fighting since Mon- 
day, This. does not include 
those killed by U.S., naval 
barrages Wednesday. 
Meanwhile, in brae], 
former &fence minister:, 
Ariel .Sharon said in a 
television i terview the U.S. :+ 
had been "outrageously-+ 
misled" by former special 
envoy• Philip Habib, U,$~ 
Defence SeerelJry Casper 
Weinberger and .other '+, 
American Middle East 
experts. 
"President Reagan .an- 
dsrstood very well the.. 
significance of Soviet ex- 
pansion (in Lebanon)+via 
the Syrians and the 
terrorists," said Sharon~ 
now a minister without 
portfolio. 
Sharon said only. "an 
immediate rescue . 
operation" could save. 
Gemayel. "The Americans. 
have to stop bargaining 
over the future of Lebanon if 
they are interested in its 
survival as a state that is 
part of the free world." 
Shamir faces increasing 
pressure to withdraw 
Israeli troops from southern 
Lebanon, where the~;' haw 
become almost daily 
targets for attacks by Shiite 
and Palestinian guerrillas.. 
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